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CHANGES IN VOCATIONAL INTEREST OF

OREGON CITY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that children frequently

change their avowed choice of adult occupation. Most

adults can recall from their own childhood the varieties

of interest through which their hopes traveled: fireman,

railroad engineer, cowboy, airplane pilot, and so forth.

But these are largely the fancies that arise from the

spirit of adventure that is inherent in every normal

individual. These dreams are frequently inspired by see-

ing the hero of the moment in action, but as the child's

experience broadens, other and varied heroes appear to

supplant the former idol. All this is as it should be,

for this is growth, and childhood is a time for growing

and for widening the horizons of information and experi-

ence.

However, by the time young people have reached the

age of secondary school level, they have begun to think

more seriously of occupations and to observe the occupa-

tional world more closely and sometimes rather critically.

Often parents and sometimes teachers discourage this

exploratory attitude with a comment to the effect that the

student has years ahead before he needs to worry about
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such problems, and so why not be young while he may.

Some children accept the advice and drift through the

high school years without a plan, only to awaken at gradua-

tion time to the realization that a great uncertainty looms

before them and that they have nothing definite within them-

selves to aid them in meeting this new experience. Others

continue to think and dream, but hesitate to reveal their

true interests, sensitive to the ridicule or even the Com-

ments of their elders. Lucky are those young folks whose

interests and plans are encouraged, even though those plans

may be completely changed from time to time.

High school counselors cannot be sure that a pupil's

expressed interests are his real interests at this age.

However that may be, these expressed interests must be ac-

cepted for what they seem to be worth, until a tested and

approved system of evaluating high school interests has

been developed. All this is still in the stage of explora-

tion and experimentation.

The expressed occupational choices of high school

students frequently indicate an underlying interest-pattern

that shifts or develops through high school. This study has

been undertaken with a hope of learning something of these

occupational-pattern choices and their shifts--by means of

expressed interests at ninth grade level and again at the

junior, senior, and post school levels, combined with some
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use of a standardized vocational interest inventory for

older students--and with the hope, also, that any knowledge

gained may be of value in serving more usefully the students

in the Oregon City high schools in formulating their educa-

tional and occupational plans.

The study is the result of a questionnaire-survey made

during the school year of 1940-41 in the Oregon City Senior

High School and among a portion of the graduates of the

classes of 1938-1939-1940. The Oregon City Senior High

School has an enrollment of some 500 students, drawn from

the city itself, a small adjoining town, rather well-settled

neighboring communities, and the surrounding farm area. A

wide range of occupational background is thus represented.

While most of the out-of-town students enter the junior high

school in the ninth grade, there is a considerable number

that enters the senior high school from parochial schools

at the beginning of the sophomore or junior years. During

the past few years there has also been an influx of students

from other schools of the state as well as from other states.

Oregon City has no highly centralized guidance organ-

ization, the various guidance services being carried on by

the special groups such as the health department, home

rooms, vocational department, and clubs but with a spirit of

voluntary cooperation with each other. In the spring of

1935 an experimental class in occupational and educational
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guidance was set up in the junior high school in the social

studies department of the ninth grade. Because it seemed to

fit a need, the program was retained informally in the

department the following year. A special reading shelf was

begun in the department, which has been added to from year

to year, until now an unusually good collection of occupa-

tional reading material is available for the students of the

high schools. Each year many students from the senior high

school, as well as junior high students, avail themselves of

new material that comes in.

Besides the up-to-date books, magazines, pamphlets,

abstracts, and so forth supplied in the junior high school,

the senior high school library also has an excellent collec-

tion of vocational reading. The county library cooperates

with both schools very closely in keeping up to date on the

subject and each year provides a special reserve shelf of

vocational reading matter for the use of students. Thus it

may be seen that Oregon City students are really fortunate

in having access to much valuable vocational information.

The proximity of the Portland library and industrial

facilities furnishes an additional source of knowledge, not

only in reading but also as a field for observation, as

classes frequently visit Portland industrial plants for

first hand information. Vocational classes in the senior

high school make considerable use of these visits, as does
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the Career Club, a high school girls' group sponsored by

the local Business and Professional Women's Club.

Since the occupational and educational guidance work

has been added to the social studies department, a question-

naire on pupils' interests has been administered and filed.

At the time there was no thought of using these question-

naires for anything beyond the immediate counseling of the

individual students, but as classes have passed on to grad-

uation, these questionnaires have grown increasingly inter-

esting, as a basis for observing the permanence or ohange

of vocational interest. Now they are serving a purpose

beyond any ever intended, the direct inspiration for the

present study.

Because expressed interests of students are always

subject to question, it seemed advisable in conducting this

survey to administer some form of vocational interest test

wherever possible. Owing to the difficulty of presenting

these to graduates, the tests were given only to juniors

and seniors, unless a graduate especially requested it. The

Strong Vocational Interest Blank was used. These tests were

given to juniors and seniors, regardless of whether they had

attended the junior high school or not. In the case of

those students entering the Oregon City High School later

than the ninth grade the matter of permanence of interest
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was not considered. However, the tests served the same

purpose for all students, that of testing their present

avowed occupational preference.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The importance of interest has long been recognized

as an underlying force in successful accomplishment. Many

early educators and philosophers debated the value of in-

terest as opposed to disciplinary effort in learning, with

an increasing recognition of the importance of interest as

a means of obtaining desirable learning results.

It has been only within comparatively recent years

that any systematic attempt has been made to study the

subject. The major emphasis on the study of interests did

not really get under way until well within the beginning

of the present century. Following the establishment of

the vocational guidance movement by Frank Parsons (20) of

Boston in 1908, consciousness of interest as a motivating

force in occupational success became increasingly signifi-

cant. Little direct attention, however, was focused upon

the problem before the World War--only one man having been

known to have published anything in the way of testing in-

terests up to that time. In 1913 T. L. Kelly (26) publish-

ed a study of 31 teachers' ratings of the "emotional inter-

ests" of some 233 high school pupils in an analysis and

prediction of ability of pupils of secondary school age.

In 1918 J. B. Miner (20) developed an interest
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inventory which was used experimentally as an orientation

device and was published in revised form in 1922. Miner

evidently had no definite intention of using this as an

inventory, merely as an orientation device. The earliest

attempt to standardize the study of interests was begun in

1919 in a seminar under the leadership of Clarence B.

Yoakum (20) at the Carnegie Institute of Technology. At

that time several specific approaches to the study were

begun, results of which have been blended and expanded into

some of the most approved inventories of today.

Bruce Moore (20) discovered that differences between

two types of engineers could be recognized more readily by

a study of their interests than otherwise. Max Freyd (17-

18) found that similar differentiation could be determined

between engineers as a general class and life insurance

salesmen. M. J. Ream (20) attempted to distinguish between

successful and unsuccessful salesmen. As the circles from

a pebble dropped into a pond widen until they reach the

shore, the beginning made in Carnegie Institute spread

shortly to educational institutions in the farthest corners

of the country, carried in some instances directly by par-

ticipating members of the group and in others begun by

experimenters inspired by the results of the Institute

seminar. Prominent among those making significant advances

in the building of the interest inventories was
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Dr. K. M. Cowdery, at Stanford University (upon whose

pioneer inventory most of the later successful blanks have

been built) and Dr. E. K. Strong, Jr., of Stanford (one of

the most frequently quoted authorities in this field

today). Researches at Stanford under Dr. E. K. Strongls

leadership, and at Minnesota University under the leader-

ship of Dr. Donald G. Paterson, have been especially

successful in the movement toward standardization of the

inventories and the construction of satisfactory scoring

keys. Naturally there is still much disagreement among

authorities upon various angles of the interest problem,

but this may be gradually cleared away with continued

research and experiment.

How important is interest in relation to success in

any occupation? What is the relation between interests and

ability? To what extent is prediction of success dependent

upon interests and to what extent upon other factors? When

do vocational interests really begin to develop? How

permanent are these interests of young people? -- are among

the questions holding the attention of students of the

problem and of vital concern to high school counselors.

The last question -- applied especially to youth of the

high school level in a particular community -- is the ques-

tion around which the present study has grown.

What have authorities and students who have made
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considerable study of these and related questions to say

concerning the importance of interests in relation to suc-

cess, their permanence or lack of permanence, their signif-

icance for vocational guidance in high school and to what

extent they should be considered?

John Dewey (13) expressed the importance of interest

thus: "The genuine principle of interest is the principle

of the recognized identity of the fact to be learned or the

action proposed with the growing self; that it lies in the

direction of the agent's own growth, and is, therefore,

imperiously demanded, if the agent is to be himself."

In Edward L. Thorndike's (45) "Psychology of Wants,

Interests, and Attitudes" this statement appears: "Knowledge

concerning the relative efficiency of activity which is in

and of itself alluring in contrast to that to which one is

bribed by some external consideration may in the future be

as important for economics and business as for morals and

education . . .. There is a growing tendency to try to adapt

men and productive labor by vocational guidance and improve-

ment of methods of work." The same writer in an earlier

book (46) dealing with the possibilities of prediction of

vocational success upon the basis of the individual's inter-

est frankly admits that he doubts the possibility of such a

use of declared interest. Be says, "On the whole, the voca-

tional histories of these boys and girls are not in accord
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with the opinions of those enthusiasts for vocational

guidance who assume that an examination of a boy or girl of

fourteen and a study of his school record will enable a

counselor to estimate his fitness to succeed in this, that,

and the other sort of work. . .. Better predictions than

ours can come only from fuller or more suitable data than

ours."

In the light of the interpretation of the place of

vocational guidance in high schools today, the reader is

surprised at the emphasis on this "fortune telling" concept

of guidance. In his recently published book George E. Myers

(34) emphasizes that vocational guidance is not telling

people what to do but rather assisting the individual to

study all possibilities for himself and then to make his own

choice. Possibly if Thorndikels study had been made after

inventories and other studies had been published, he might

have reached a somewhat different conclusion, as he himself

admits.

Harry D. Kitson (27), writing in the Educational

Review as far back as 1916, said, "All agree that interest

is of great importance in stimulating to action . . . The

potency of interest . . . in motivating human conduct,

forces one to recognize it as a prominent factor in voca-

tional guidance. As to the exact place it shall occupy,

however, and the emphasis that shall be placed upon it in
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proportion to the other factors in vocational adjustment,

there is room for difference of opinion . . . . . . One

should aim to secure an inventory of the individual by

scientific measurements, and to warn him of his powers and

limitations. Upon this as a basis, then, the individual

may set out to develop himself. True vocational guidance

does not commit a person inalienably to a single vocational

possibility. It sets no bounds upon his achievement but

encourages him to develop himself to the highest degree."

It would seem that Kitson and Myers are in agreement

on the aims of true guidance. Myers (34) recognizes, as

does Kitson, that " . . . interests are significant factors

in connection with . . . choice of an occupational group",

but neither commits himself as to how important they may be.

In fact, it would probably be difficult to find any educa-

tional writer who would disagree to a great extent on the

importance of interest as a driving force toward real

accomplishment, either in scholastic or occupational fields.

Narrowing the question down to a consideration of how early

these interests appear and how much vitality they have to

survive over a considerable period of time or even through-

out adolescence and on through adulthood may not bring the

agreement that the broader view enjoys.

The publication of Dr. Strong's (39) book on the change

of interests of men from twenty to sixty years of age and
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that of Douglas Fryer (20), reviewing the measurement of

interests, both published in 1931, gave decided impetus

to the research in this field. Up to that time, practically

all of the systematic measurements of interests had Centered

upon college age individuals or older. The popular idea

that children's minds were too immature to have any occupa-

tional interests was accepted by so many of the research

group that attention was slow in turning toward that partic-

ular phase of the problem. Strongts findings on the changes

of interests in the twenty to thirty age group led to specu-

lations conoerning the years that come just before. Most of

this experimentation is still in the process of coming to

light, and since there has not yet been any summarizing of

the material, much of the information is rather sketchy.

Then, too, the most trustworthy inventories, that is, those

which have been most thoroughly tested, have not been stand-

ardized for high school use. The Strong test, the author

admits, places a penalty upon the high school boy in judging

his interests by scores established for the norms of adult

men. When this difficulty has been overcome, the tests may

prove more certain in their results. 0. K. Garretson (21)

has recently prepared an inventory for use at high school

level which may or may not be an answer to this problem.

The Kuder Preference Blanks (30) are also being widely used

in an experimental way. Within a few years there should be
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available reliable evaluations of these and other trials.

At the present moment, however, the most generally approved

test, even for high school use, appears to be that by Dr.

Strong. As Dr. Strong continues his research, he may pre-

pare scores for use in high school work which will overcome

all present doubts.

Before reviewing a few of the high school and college

surveys, it would seem wise to consider the research and

conclusions of the men highly esteemed in their special

fields.

Dr. Lewis M. Terman, writing in the introduction to

Fryer's (20) book, "The Measurement of Interests" gives his

opinion on the permanence of interests thus: "One of the

most important facts to be gleaned from this book is that

the best objective measures of interests fluctuate from

year to year much less than do subjective estimates .

My own opinion is that improvements in measurement tech-

nique will show that interests possess a far greater degree

of constancy than most of us have been inclined to attrib-

ute to them . . . it will be generally agreed that the

interests even of the immature child are educationally and

perhaps also vocationally very significant."

In his book Fryer (20) repeatedly cautions against the

misuse of psychological tests in guidance, warning that the

interest inventories are merely suggestive and are not to
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be considered as tests of ability. He acknowledges that

high school interests had not at that time (1931) been

sufficiently scored against standardized measuring devices

to be judged with positive accuracy. However, in the light

of given studies and investigations, he comes to some

tentative conclusions relative to the subject of this study.

The following paragraphs, quoted at some length from Fryer's

book, summarize some of his conclusions:

The problem of permanence has come to be
defined in its scientific study as the degree
of permanence, rather than whether or no ere
exists a permanence of interests . . .

It is desirable to know the degree of
permanence of the individual's estimates of in-
terests that can be expected in a fairly large or
general occupational field, for example, agri-
culture, the ministry, metal work, medical work,
clerical work, and so on. These are called
general interest trends . . .

Methods of comparison vary greatly, but ...
the evidence for both estimated and inventoried
interests would seem to indicate that there is
an increase in permanence throughout elementary
school, high school, and college, and that inter-
ests have a little better than a 50 per cent chance,
possibly a 60 per cent chance, of remaining per-
manent at these times . . . Strong's results for
inventoried interests of older professional work-
ers indicate an increase with age so that the
degree of permanence may be expected among adults
to be as high as 70 per cent . . .

There is one outstanding conclusion, which
is in the background of all the research review-
ed in this chapter. There is a genetic develop-
ment of interests. But this development is not

and that will allow for the prediction of
future interests for the practical purpose of
vocational guidance. Interest development ap-
pears almost kaleidoscopic in form, it is ever
changing its focus. Specific interests are like-
ly to change in a year's time. Vocational inter-
est trends go through a gradual process of change
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. . When all this has been said, however, there
is permanence or stability of interests, as in-
dicated in every study, to a surprising degree.
It is made clear that what have been one's voca-
tional interests in the past are the foundation
of one's present interests. . .

. . . Guidance would emphasize a broadening
development of interests as well as noting the
leading trends. Abilities should be a factor in
deciding upon the stimulation that would bring
this richer development about. But an adequate
interest development should be held most im-
portant in order that the individual might have
a selective basis for the time when he will make
definite vocational choices in the field of
occupations.

In an investigation into the permanence of vocational

interest trends by means of questionnaire reports from

three groups of college students in an eastern college, a

western college, and a group of advanced vocational educa-

tion students, Fryer found the following results:

Per Cent of Permanence of Vocational Interests
Measured by Scale of Occupational Likeness (Fryer)

Western Eastern Voce-
Educational Periods College College tional

Group Group Group

Between Elementary
School and High School 90 64 40

Between High School
and College 83 63 40

Between Elementary
School and College 73 41 73

Throughout Elementary
School, High School
and College 63 30 33

These figures indicate that the degree of resem-
blance of vocational interests between the periods
studied is significant. . .

. . . This study is in retrospect, based upon
remembered interests, for the early periods.

Fryer, The Measurement of Interests, p.146, Table XXVII.
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The fact that so much of the study is based on remem-

bered interests cannot be entirely over-looked in drawing

final conclusions.

In his book "Change of Interests with Age" (39)

published in 1931, Dr. Edward Kellogg Strong, Jr., whose

research has been concerned particularly with the changes

of interests of men between the ages of 20 and 60, says:

. . . much that is included in the term interest
must be the resultant of experience, acquired
through trial and error, just as all other things
are acquired . .

. . Wise vocational guidance in terms of
interests depends upon the answers to the vital
questions: How much do interests change? and,
at what ages do changes take place? .

. . . undoubtedly the greatest change in interests
occurs before 20, not afterward, . . . further
research is needed.

Strong presents two distinctly different interpretations

of the phrase vocational interest with the opposing

conclusions they bring:

If . . .'vocational interest' is defined as 'the
occupation an individual likes best now,' then
the conclusion must be reached that vocational
interests are very unstable . . .

. . But if 'vocational interest' is defined as
'the sum total of all interests that bear in any
way upon an occupational career,' then we find
surprising stability, certainly among adults,
and, as far as we have been able to judge, also
among young men of college age and presumably
among still younger people . .

. . There is no reason to assume that interests
alter capriciously, inexplicably. Each interest
waxes or wanes in a definite way. Moreover,
when we realize that an individual has many
interests, we can no longer assume that his
behavior is determined by any one of them . .

. . . It is only when the sum total of his
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interests is taken into account that there can be
any basis for estimating what his behavior will
be
. . . Guidance based on interests must tap most
if not all of the existing trends and valuations
and must take all into account if it is to be of
genuine worth.

Writing again in 1934, Strong (39) declares:

There would seem to be at least four differ-
ent factors involved in an occupational choice:
(a) Knowledge of occupations, (b) interests or
desires, (c) appreciation of these interests, and
(d) understanding of how one's desires can be
secured by entry into this or that occupation.
Knowledge of occupations increases throughout
life, interests change somewhat, appreciation of
their significance changes much more, and neces-
sarily understanding of how interests and
occupations may be best fitted into one another
changes very greatly.

Without doubt this is an important point of view to

remember in any investigation of change or permanence of

interest among high school or college students. Herein,

too, lies one of the vital tasks of guidance at secondary

level: to recognize these four factors and to give each

individual ample opportunity to gather adequate knowledge

of the occupational world and along with that to develop

an appreciation of his own interests and in what direction

they may lead him, in view of other factors of ability,

opportunity, limitations, and so forth.

While Strong admits that there are apparent shifts

in expression of first choices, he attributes these shifts

to increased knowledge as much as to changing whims and

concludes with this statement, ". . . nevertheless interest
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patterns are really surprisingly stable from fifteen

years on."

Throughout his writings Strong emphasizes the fact

that any study in this field must be based upon a consid-

eration of "the entire constellation of interests" and

upon that basis results tend to show remarkable stability

of interests from high school age on throughout life.

Percival M. Symonds (44) although discussing interest

in relation to choice of curriculum makes some statements

that seem to have a certain application to the choice of

vocation as well:

. . . If a boy undertakes a task in which he is
successful he increases the probability of con-
tinued success along that line in the future. .

adult happiness depends on success, vocational
success being outstanding. Vocational success
depends largely on good training and preparation
. . .. there are two reasons for believing that
perhaps the boy's own interest is the wisest
guide that he can follow. In the first place,
interest depends largely on his past successes,
secondly, interest is likely to be influenced
by any information which the boy may obtain
relative to his expectations of future success.

If good training and preparation are fundamental to

later success, it would appear that a boy's occupational

interests should of necessity be taking definite form

during early high school years if he is to make the most

of that phase of his preparation.

As stated earlier in this chapter, results of experi-

mental studies of the interests of high school students
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are only now beginning to appear in published form. Until

someone gathers this material and summarizes it, as Fryer

did the earlier studies of interest, it will be difficult

to get a very complete impression of the results. However,

a few available reports and conclusions are here briefly

summarized.

An Oregon State College student, Max MoGlasson (33)

made a survey of the interests of high school students

in Forest Grove, Oregon, in 1937. The investigation con-

cerned: the relation of interest to achievement and intel-

ligence; the influences that affected vocational choice,

and future educational plans of students. By means of the

Strong test, expressed and determined interests were

compared. Although this survey did not consider the

permanence of interests, it does bear other relationships

to this study that will be mentioned in a later chapter.

Aside from that, the fact that the survey was conducted in

an Oregon school of more or less comparable size and back-

ground gives it significance relative to this study.

Dr. Edward H. Worthington (48) in a doctor's disserta-

tion at the University of Pennsylvania in 1938, basing his

conclusions upon a study of 72 pupils over a period of 14

years, including the 4 years in high school and 10 years

after high school, considered that it is dangerous to

predict the educational and vocational careers of
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individual high school pupils on the basis of data then

available, as factors beyond the control of the individual

often prevent the pupil from carrying out his plans. In

the study there is no use of standardized interest

inventories, the survey having been based on high school

questionnaires and records, college records, and subse-

quent Careers, covering, in all, a period of 14 years.

A master's thesis by John F. Loughlin (32) in 1939 on

a study of high school seniors' vocational interests and

abilities reports almost perfect agreement between measur-

ed and claimed interests in two-thirds of the cases, but

that measured vocational interests are not symptomatic of

general ability.

A somewhat similar study made in 1933 of the vocation-

al choices of 722 high school pupils in Maryland and West

Virginia (24) found that choices made were not in harmony

with the needs for workers and that native mental ability

received no consideration in the selection of life work.

Apparently little advice of any value had been given. The

results of this survey give no direct information for the

question under immediate attention, but the implications

are that either change of preference would be forced upon

these young people by bitter experience or they would find

it necessary to make voluntary adjustment of some sort.

This would certainly be an unexpressed argument for sane
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form of interest measurement.

Speaking of the use of the Strong Vocational Interest

Blank in secondary schools, Ira A. Flinner (15) is convinced

that:

. . . The data obtained through the Strong test
coincide in a very large percentage of cases with
the data obtained in other ways.

Like all tests, the Strong test has its
defects. It must be used with judgment and in
connection with other important information.

Here again, there is no proof of permanence or change

of interest, although Flinner does express his opinion that

time and success in the chosen occupation can alone prove

the real value of the test at this age level. Certainly

no thoughtful person could disagree with this view. No

test can be safely used without judgment and in relation to

other factors that influence the life of an individual.

A research problem carried on by John Ruskin Dyer (14)

(University of Idaho, Southern Branch) reports upon 101

oases at the University of Kansas over a five-year period.

In 1924 informal reports upon the time of settling upon a

vocational choice were obtained from these students,

bringing out the following information:

Time of Making Choice
32 -- before reaching high school
28 -- in high school
37 -- in college
2 -- on the job
2 -- uncertain
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Influences in making the choice included:
31 -- family tradition
14 -- boyhood occupation
10 -- hobby became occupation
12 -- teacher's influence (high school;

college)
9 -- formal counseling from parents,

teachers, and others
15 -- origin not clear
10 -- scattering origins

Five years later (1929) these same students reported

upon their interests and occupations at that time.

79 were employed in their first choice
of 5 years earlier

10 " employed in their second choice
3 " " " third
9 " new choices

Of the thirty-two who had made a definite choice before

high school, 29 or approximately 90% were still true to

that choice. Of those making a choice in high school 75%

had not changed, while 68% deciding at college level had

kept their choice.

This study appears to indicate in a very limited

number of case studies, it is true, that occupational

choices of high school and even elementary school students,

as well as college, remain fairly permanent. That location

of such a study might conceivably influence permanence of

choice must be admitted. The study revealed no significant

difference in the vocational holding power of different

vocations. The larger groups of vocations included: law,

medicine, engineering, business, journalism, and education.

There was no indication of the relative intellect of those
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making their choices early; nor was any teat such as the

Strong Blank administered.

H. D. Carter (5-6), working with various others, has

participated in several studies dealing with the testing of

vocational interests of high school boys. In an article

published in the Journal of Educational Psychology in 1935,

based upon a study of twins in several communities of Calif-

ornia, the authors indicated that the Strong tests measure

the same broad trends at high school level that they do for

college people and adults in these words, "Finally, the

conclusion may be reached that although there may be Changes

in any individual's vocational interests with age, the

organization of these interests at the high school level is

similar to that at the college level. This finding is

supported by the fact that the group interest factors ob-

tained for high school boys are identifiable with those

found for college seniors."

In a Florida college it was found (47) that, of 63

freshmen tested and re-tested as seniors, 28 showed a change

in their anticipated occupation while 35 retained their

original choice.

Most of these studies have covered students in edu-

cational institutions of one level or another. The follow-

ing, however, deals with a group of school-leavers. The

report from which the table is taken is in the bulletin of
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the National Association of Secondary-School Principals,

November, 1940, page 62.

TABLE 27. WHEN SELECTED OCCUPATIONS WERE DECIDED
UPON BY YOUTH

(from N. A. S. S.

(in per cents)

P. Bul., 1940, p.62)

Time of Choice Boys Girls
All
Youth

In Elementary School 5.8 9.0 7.3
In Junior High School

(or equiv.)
4.0 7.6 5.7

In Senior High School 15.6 20.7 18.1
Since leaving school
and prior to present job

20.0 13.1 16.7

While on present job 30.8 27.6 29.7
Still undecided 7.5 4.8 6.2
Other or doesn't apply (a) 16.2 17.0 16.6

Percentage base 480 434 914

(a) There were instances of girls who were about
to be married and to whom the 'doesn't apply'
ratings were given.

Opinions concerning the restrictions on entering the

occupations of their claimed choice were given by the young

people who served as case studies, opinions showing very

clearly a lack of accurate information on vocations in gen-

eral and also of specific occupations under consideration.

73.4% claimed they had not talked with any one at school

about their choice of occupation. The study indicates a

genuine need for occupational information far enough down

in the grades to reach these school-leavers. It would be

interesting to see a later study of these same persons to

determine how permanent their interests may be.
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Another study showing the time of settling upon an

occupational preference was that by Marlin Ray Chauncey (7),

concerning the choices of 764 New York Teachers College

seniors. Facts gathered were as follows:

57 choices made before high school 7.5%

73 in 9th year 9.6%

46 " 10th year 6.0%

54 11th year 7.1%

58 12th year 7.6%

74 " when a college freshman 9.7%

95 11 71 11 N sophomore -- 12.4%

108 n n a a n junior 14.1%

80 n senior 10.5%

119 omitted the question 15.6%

This indicates that 17.1% of the students made their

decisions before entering senior high school and 20.7%

during high school, a total of 37.8% before graduation from

the secondary school. This is a much smaller percentage

than that given in the Dyer survey (14), which points out

that about 60 out of 101 had made a choice by that time.

The smaller number involved in the latter survey possibly

means a more selected sampling. Chauncey's tabulations

show an earlier choice in the fields of medicine, law, and

engineering than for general business and industrial fields.

This seems to be in line with other findings.
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Again the fact that these New York Teachers College

Seniors were probably a select group intellectually must not

be overlooked.

Donald Super (43) in his book "Avocational Interest

Patterns" makes reference to several investigations carried

on by him and others, all seeming to bear out similar find-

ings, but the fact still remains that these surveys, cover-

ing as they do a very limited number of students in each

case, do not in any degree give a complete picture. It

will be only by putting these small particles of the puzzle

together and repeating the process over and over again, by

means of careful analysis and accurate measurements with

reliable testing tools, that anything more than a tentative

conclusion can be reached.

Other studies have been made but it seems unnecessary

to add them to those already mentioned, since all who

accept Dr. Strong's theory of the "constellation of inter-

ests" appear to agree that occupational interest trends are

pretty well patterned considerably before graduation from

high school and tend, generally, to become more clear -cut

and crystallized in the succeeding years. Strong has ex-

pressed the opinion that the new interests developed during

the following five or ten years are of a social nature

rather than vocational.

Before bringing this chapter to a close, reference
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might well be made to two very recent publications, one an

article in a newly issued magazine, the other a monograph,

but both showing the growing emphasis on and importance of

the vocational interest pattern or profile. In the first

issue of Educational and Psychological Measurement appears

an article by Grace Munson (35) on the careers course

offered in the Chicago high schools. She says, in part,

concerning their use of profiles:

There is little attempt to match a given
profile pattern to a particular vocation since
scientific research has not been able to map the
specific mental abilities required for insured
success in a given vocation, and since an attempt
to sort individual students into vocational
pigeon holes would violate the fundamental demo-
cratic principles of public education. Yet wise
counseling combines with student freedom of
choice based on a knowledge of self and of
tentative but specific plans.

John G. Carley (11), one of the most widely known auth-

orities in the counseling field, in his recently published

monograph on the clinical use of the Strong tests explains

at length the use of the profile in counseling work. In

Chapter III -- Counseling on the Basis of Interest Meas-

urement: General Principles, he writes as follows:

., in using the blank with younger stu-
dents, it is usually more important to determine
the interest type than the specific occupational
interest. . . . the counselor who uses the test
with younger cases must remember that the stand-
ardizing procedure based on levels of scores made
by adults may not yield an A score to a high
school student on a key within the interest type
in which he may have a legitimate and dominant
pattern.
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in which he may have a legitimate and dominant
pattern.

With this understood, the test becomes
clinically useful in the age range from about 15
years and up. But the counselor who looks only
for single A scores cannot make effective use of
the test in this age range. This difficulty
would be clearly eliminated if a technique such
as standard scores could be used as the reporting
device for younger cases. Then the higher
pattern of standard scores within an occupational
group would stand out more clearly on the indi-
vidual's profile, where the letter grade scores,
based on adult norms, do not show intra-individu-
al patterns so clearly in younger cases.

In the final chapter of the monograph, in which he lists

nine suggested fields for further research in the study of

interest is the following:

2. The stability of interest types within
individuals. This will best be studied on a
longitudinal basis by retesting periodically to
identify either recurrences of the same interest
types or shifts to different interest types as
the individual develops. . The factor analy-
sis studies discussed here have indicated that at
about age sixteen, the interest types are clearly
patterned . . . If an adequate sample in the
junior high school age range shows the same
patterning of interest types, counselors will
have an earlier and much-needed basis for differ-
ential educational-vocational guidance. It may
be necessary to establish lower critical scores
for the assignment of interest letter grades in
the younger age ranges.

Of the 1000 cases, taken from the files of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota Testing Bureau, which formed the basis for

Parley's study, 525 did not show clear-out interest

patterns, while the remaining 475 did. The 1000 cases were

distributed as follows: 428 recent high school graduates,

246 college freshmen, 129 college sophomores, 43 juniors,
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11 seniors, 14 graduate students, 4 unclassed students,

23 extension students, and 102 non-college adults. From

this it would appear that over 400 of the cases were pre-

college individuals. From the standpoint of the high

school counselor, it would be valuable to know what per-

centage of the recent high school graduates were among the

475 who had definite interest patterns.

Summary

A brief summary of the chapter brings emphasis on the

following:

1. Interest is recognized as a vital force in both

educational and vocational progress.

2. Single items of interest can not be said to

control a person's progress.

3. It is only when the whole "constellation of

interests" is studied that even tentative predictions can

be considered.

4. Patterns or profiles created as a result of care-

ful measurements are helpful in counseling, giving the

counselor a better understanding of the broader interests

that form the background of a student's expressed choioe of

vocation.

5. Authorities on the subject and students in the
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field appear to be growing more and more convinced that

occupational patterns are rather well-defined considerably

below the age of 20 years.

6. Added research in the field of interests is

needed.
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CHAPTER III

THE STUDY

The actual task of gathering and organizing the mater-

ial presented in this chapter has been of absorbing inter-

est, so absorbing, in fact, that the word "task" seems not

quite a fitting term to use except in relation to hours

spent. The attitude of friendly cooperation on the part of

students and graduates alike and their desire to learn the

results of the survey have lent much encouragement through-

out the progress of the study. Since the survey covered

samplings of both students and graduates of the Oregon City

Senior High School, two methods of presentation were

necessary. Questionnaires and Strong's Vocational Interest

Blanks were given in classrooms to juniors and seniors, while

questionnaires were mailed to the graduates. The difficul-

ty of administering the Strong test to graduates, scattered as

they are, precluded any attempt to follow that phase of the

study with them. Owing to a broad activity program in the

senior high school, it was necessary to arrange for the

dates for gathering the data considerably in advance, with

little chance of adjustment.

The questionnaires were presented in the several home-

rooms of the senior high school during a single home-room

period with the aid of a carefully instructed committee and
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observed in each room by the teacher in charge. The

questionnaires were then collected and sorted into junior

and senior groups and set aside for tabulating. Original

plans called for administering the Strong tests the follow-

ing week, but a somewhat severe epidemic of influenza so

completely upset the school schedule that it was impracti-

cal to give the test until the attendance was more normal,

and the new semester's work was properly organized.

From the very nature of the Strong test, it seemed

advisable that one person administer all the inventories

and, in order to make certain that this be handled in

accordance with the study, that the person conducting the

survey should handle the testing. Through the courtesy of

the high school principals and the English department,

arrangements were made to give the tests during the English

periods on two successive days, one for juniors and one for

seniors. The pupils had learned at the time they filled

out the questionnaire that they would have an opportunity

to take the Strong Vocational Interest teat if they wished.

every student present took advantage of the offer and seem-

ed interested in doing so, giving complete cooperation

during the testing period. Twenty-eight tests were incom-

plete, one or two due to oversight but most due to limita-

tions of time. A few of these were completed later in the

day. Twenty-three remained unfinished. While the latter
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are so nearly completed that they give considerable infor-

mation to a counselor, they are not used in this tabulation

of results -- for obvious reasons.

As explained in the introduction, Oregon City's school

enrollment seems a rather fluid concern, with a consider-

able shift in the personnel of the student body from ninth

grade through high school. This is scarcely perceptible

to the casual observer because of the apparent stability

in the number enrolled, but in a survey of this type where

there is an attempt to trace individuals, one becomes ex-

tremely conscious and almost amazed at the shift of person-

alities within the system. Approximately ninety-six of

the pupils whose ninth grade records are on file have been

lost to this part of the survey because of withdrawals.

Several definite reasons may be given for this, especially

as it applies to this particular group of students: (1) a

change in a school district boundary line transferred a

considerable number to Molalla High School at the close of

their freshman or sophomore year; (2) several families have

moved elsewhere, particularly to Portland; (3) quite a

number of students were either employed while attending

school or were wards of the courts and have either found

work and schooling elsewhere or have passed beyond the age

of school support from the courts; (4) four have passed

away.
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This has limited that phase of the study which in-

cludes ninth grade and senior high questionnaires plus

interest inventory ratings to 177 reports. This part of

the survey has been supplemented, however, by the compari-

son of the expressed choices and the measured interests of

those pupils who have entered the senior high school

directly from other schools or who were not in vocational

guidance groups in the junior high school. As mentioned

in Chapter I, it seemed only fair to permit all students

who wished to take the Strong test to have that privilege.

This brought the total number of scored tests to 275, in-

cluding the 177 noted above.

Scoring the tests proved to be a tedious job, since

most of the work was done by hand, without the aid of

counters. The large number of tests to be scored made the

employment of assistance necessary. The committee of five

boys selected, with the consent of the adviser, proved

most capable and highly dependable in every way. As a

matter of routine and in order to avoid any doubts as to

accuracy, care was taken to check upon their work from

time to time.
*

The scoring required many hours of work

during week-ends for the remainder of the school year.

The tests have since been scored with a Veedor Counter
as a second test of accuracy.
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Each test was scored on at least one occupation, and where

several occupational interests seemed indicated, the test

was scored more than once. Expense and time, as well as

the limitations of occupations storable, prevented more

fields being scored. Whether Oregon City young people are

especially conscious of the local and nearby opportunities

and limitations, or whether the informal guidance they

receive from high school and other sources has had definite

effect, it is difficult to say, but a fairly large percent-

age of students indicated choices to be checked that do not

fall within the limited range of keys so far prepared for

the Interest Blank. In selecting an arbitrary occupation

to score for the girls, office work or some field that

seemed indicated by subject interest was chosen; for the

boys, the selection fell upon whatever occupation seemed in

some way related (at least in the minds of the committee

and their adviser) to the student's expressed choice,

either of occupation or, failing that, of subject matter.

Although a scoring chart for the field of aviation has been

prepared, no copies are available at present, a fact which

has compelled a rather large number of first choices to go

unscored for the time being. However, many of these were

scored on engineering and carpentry as a feeler for

possible interest leanings.

Findings from the survey are given in the following
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pages.

Tabulations of returns from the study presented in

this chapter necessitated several angles of approach. It

was found that 298 students could be accounted for on the

basis of information gathered from a questionnaire submit-

ted to each at the beginning of his ninth school year and

a second in 1941. The 298 are grouped as follows:

TABLE I

Showing the Number of Pupils Participating in the Study --
Based on Questionnaire Records from the 9th Year and a

Second in 1941

Class No. of Boys No. of Girls Totals

1938 3 4 7

1939 13 10 23

1940 36 24 60

1941 42 63 105

1942 52 51 103

Totals 146 152 298

The above number represents a random sampling from

each graduating class listed in the column on the left.

The first named class (1938) formed an experimental group

for the study of occupations and methods of study. Few of

the original records were kept. The last two groups, still

in school, were moat easily reached for recent information.
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Of the 298, those pupils claiming the same vocational

interests in 1941 as they had held in their ninth year made

40.2% of the total number. The complete tabulation is

shown in the following table.

TABLE II

Showing the Percentage of Students Claiming the Same Voca-
tional Interests in 1941 as in Their 9th School Year

Or Shifting Second Choice to First Place

Class Time

No.
in
Study

No.
Claiming
Same Int.

Percentage No. Incl.
Claiming Shift.2nd
Same Int. to first

% Incl.
Shift.2nd
to first

1938 7 yr. 7 3 42.8% 3 42.8%

1939 6 " 23 11 47.8% 14 60.8%

1940 5 " 60 23 38.3% 30 50.0%

1941 4 " 105 38 36.1% 55 52.3%

1942 3 " 103 45 43.6% 49 47.5%

Totals 298 120 40.2% 151 50.6%

The average percentage of 40.2% was found by dividing

the totals 120 by 298. However, this does not tell the

whole story, for several pupils who had two very close

preferences in the ninth grade decided in favor of the

second in 1941. These figures are shown in the two columns

on the right. The average for this tabulation was 50.6%,

found in the same way as in the oase of the previous

figures. Several of these shifts are known to have taken
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place before the close of the ninth year as result of

occupational study.

Although the third choice is generally considered of

little or no importance, there was an interesting item or

two that appeared in the answers. One was the fact that

many third choices remained permanent or were supplanted

by first or second choices that had dropped from their

favored rating. In several instances they were closely

related to the first or second choices, suggesting the

possibility of a somewhat definite pattern of interest.

A number of girls gave housewife as third choice, not

because it rated that position but because they expected

to prepare themselves for some work in which they might be

self-supporting if necessary. This was indicated some-

times by personal notes on the backs of questionnaires.

The mother of two small children said she preferred her

present work as homemaker but had checked the blank to ex-

press her choice if the need to work outside of the home

arose. Occasionally the third choice appeared to be an

outlet for fancy, interesting when it remained permanent.

In only a few cases did the present crisis seem to

have any appreciable effect on the choices mentioned by

the girls, but that was not so true in the case of the

boys, many of whom showed a tendency to have under consid-

eration the possibility of entering some branch of defense
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service, especially the naval department or some part of

the air service. Boys already in the service appeared to

be looking ahead to a return to Civilian life, although

some indicated making the service a life work.

Many of the interesting sidelights came in the form of

personal notes or from conversations with those young people

who were interested in knowing more about the study. While

single instances are of no importance whatsoever, they

occasionally serve the purpose of raising a question that

might not appear on the surface but might easily be an

underlying factor in other cases. During a recent conver-

sation, a parent stated that her son had enrolled in com-

mercial art, a return to an interest of early childhood,

unmentioned since about age eight but now reappearing. In

how many cases do hopes of early childhood remain dormant

thus? And why? Has a thoughtless remark from an elder

been responsible?

The foregoing paragraphs offer a comparison of class

groups irrespective of sex. A comparison of the perma-

nence of the interests of the boys and girls in these

Classes considered separately apparently indicates greater

permanence on the part of the girls, a fact probably in-

fluenced to a considerable degree by the more limited

range of choice open to them. In Table III on the

following page will be found the figures and the
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corresponding percentages for such a comparison.

Tabulations are given below:

TABLE III

Showing the Number of Boys and Girls Retaining the
First Choice from the Ninth Grade to Date

Same

Class Time

No. in Study
Boys Girls Boys

No. Retaining Interest

% of B. Girls % of G.

1938 7 yr. 3 4 1 33.3% 2 50.0%

1939 6 " 13 10 5 38.4% 6 60.0%

1940 5 " 36 24 10 27.7% 12 50.0%

1941 4 " 42 63 15 35.7% 23 36.5%

1942 3 " 52 51 22 42.3% 23 45.0%

Totals 146 152 53 36.3% 66 43.4%

In the preceding tabulations, it may be seen that, in the

1938 class, one boy in the three recorded has kept his

early choice over a period of 7 years, while two of the

four girls have claimed the same interest for the seven-

year period. The 1939 class shows approximately the same

percentage of permanence with 6 of 10 girls and 5 of 13

boys claiming similar choices over six years. The totals

show 53 boys in the 146 and 66 of the 152 girls retaining

their preferences from the ninth grade to the time of this

study. Stated in percentages, the record indicates that

the percentage of boys remaining loyal to their early
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choices was 36.3%, while that of the girls was 43.4%.

Shifts of second choice to the preferred rank were 14 for

boys and 17 for girls--approximately 1.6% greater for girls.

It must be remembered that the periods of time for this

permanence varied from three to seven years for the several

classes.

A second approach to the present study was a compari-

son of claimed first choices with inventoried interests.

In those cases where it was impossible to obtain the score

on first choice, the score was taken on second choice or

third. Failing all three, as in those cases where students

felt very uncertain of their interests, ratings were found

on arbitrarily chosen fields. To learn the present claimed

choices of the students involved in the study question-

naires were submitted. An attempt was then made to deter-

mine the extent to which an avowed interest was found to

have a significantly high score when measured by the

Strong Test.

The Strong Interest Blank used to test the occupa-

tional preferences claimed by the students purposes "to

determine whether or not a man's interests are in agreement

with the average interests of men engaged in various occu-

pations". There are 420 items on the blank, to each of

which reactions are indicated by circling L if the item is

liked, D if it is disliked, and I if the reaction is
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indifference. Each answer is given a certain weight

ranging from .4, the most favorable rating, to -4, the

least favorable. Zero gives a neutral effect. The 420

items cover 100 occupations, 54 amusements, 39 school sub-

jects, 82 activities, 63 peculiarities of people, 42 gener-

al items, and 40 items of self-estimates. The 100 occupa-

tions named in the Strong test fail to include many of those

into which high school graduates go without much additional

training. This fact possibly weakens to some extent the

value of the blank at high school level, where the group is

far less "selected" than at college level. However, in

those cases covered by the test its use seems entirely

valid.

This approach to the problem involved two sub-divi-

sions: (a) that dealing with students who had made some

study of occupations in the junior high school or at least

had filed preferences there; (b) that including later

entrants.

(a) The number of students in this division was 177

out of a total of 275 tests completed, leaving 98 in the

second group who had no ninth grade choices on record.

Choices of students were listed in three columns: first,

second, and third. Copies of these lists are included in

the appendix, where each student is assigned a number in

his class group. Thirty-one were not scored on the Strong
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test, either due to absence or failure to complete the test.

Of the 177 cases the A ratings made on first choice were:

TABLE IV

Showing the Percentage
ed First Choices --

of Students Rating A on Their Claim-
When Scored on the Strong Blank

Class
Number
of Papers

No. scored on
First Choice No. A's

Percentage
of A's

1942-Girls 43 31 17 54.8%

1941-Girls 59 41 21 51.2%

1942-Boys 44 30 16 53.3%

1941-Boys 31 22 7 31.8%

Totals 177 124 61 49.1%

Percentages given above were found by dividing the

number of A's by the corresponding number scored on first

choice. The boys and girls in the class of 1942 rated the

highest percentages of A's on their first choices-- although

girls in the 1941 group were only 1.1% lower. The one group

in which less than 50% was scored was the 1941-Boys group.

The average percentage was 49.1%.
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A's from Table IV were grouped occupationally as follows:

TABLE V

Showing the Occupational Groupings of A's as Scored on the
Strong Interest Blanks

Boys Girls
Occupation No.Claim. No.A's-- Occupation No.Claim. No.A's

engineer 13 9 --secretarial 27 20

aviation 7 (E.)4 --teacher 20 4

agriculture 5 4 --housewife 9 7

journalism 4 0 --nurse 8 4

carpenter 3 1 --violinist 1 (art)1

chemist 3 1 --artist, design. 3 1

office work 3 1 --aviation 2 (N.)0

lawyer 2 0 --saleswoman 1 (Ins.)0

florist 2 (Ag.)1 --maid 1 (H.W.)1

salesman 2 (11.)1

civil service 2 (0.W.)0

ath. coach 2 (Y-D)1

veterinarian 1 (M.D.)0

musician 1 0

architect 1 0

ag. teacher 1 (MST)0

This would seem to indicate that a greater percentage of

the girls claiming to be interested in secretarial work and

that of housewife rate A than do those interested in teach-
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ing or the field of nursing. The one instance of art work

scoring A on the teat rated the highest interest score of

any student (boy or girl) for any occupation with a very

high score also in the second choice of author. Since the

interest is supported by undoubted talent, apparently the

choice is well taken. Engineering, agriculture, and

aviation interested the greatest number of boys with a high

percentage of A scores.

Twelve of the boys' 23 Ats were recorded for students

who gave the same first preference on both questionnaires:

engineer 7; agriculture 2; salesman 1; florist (rated on

agriculture) 1; aviation (rated on engineer) 1. Shifts of

choice among the others, sometimes hardly worthy of being

called such, were:

From electrician to electrical engineer

mechanic to carpenter

uncertain to agriculture

agriculture teacher to agriculture

minister to machinist or engineer

forestry to chemistry

aviation to engineer

lawyer to office work

Contrary to most estimates and reports that the major-

ity of high school students wish to enter the professions,

this survey of the boys of the Oregon City High School
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classes 1941 and 1942 shows that 32 boys claimed such an

interest as is shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Showing the Number and the Ratings of Students Planning to
Enter the Three Professions Named--Based on a Study of the

118 Boys in the Group and Scored on the Strong Blanks

Profes-
sion Class

1st
No.

Choice
Score

2nd Choice
No. Score

3rd Choice To-
No. Score tale

Law 1942 1 B+ 1 B- 1 c 3

Medicine 1 . . . 0 0 1

Engineer 14
mech. 1 A 2 A B 1 B+*
elec. 2 A B+ 1 A* 1 A
aero. 3 AAB
gen. 3 AAA

Law 1941 1 B- 1 B- 2 B- B- 4

Medicine " 1 . . . 0 0 1

Engineer " 14
mech.
elec.

3 A Br B-
1 B-*

aero. 1 A
gen. 1 B- 1 C 1 A*
civil
army

4 A A B+ C+ 1 A
1 A*

Totals 22 9 6 37
*First choice in another branch of engineering

This table indicates only 22 first choices in these

three major professional fields, or approximately 18.6% of

the 118 possible. The background of the junior's first

choice of law would indicate that as a likely choice but

Strong tests and Kuder tests both indicated a greater
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interest in business. Conferences brought out the desire

for law as a foundation for foreign trade, rather than as a

permanent vocation. None of the claimed interests in law

reached A rating.

One claimed choice in medicine, although not scored in

this study, is probably valid, the student having enrolled

in pre-medics work at Stanford University. The second,

claimed in surgery but not scored on the Strong scale, did

not indicate any definite future plans to prepare for the

profession.

The engineering field drew the greatest number of

claimed first choices -- 18, the majority of which were A

ratings. Several of those expressing interest in engineer-

ing and rating A mentioned no plans to attend college,

therefore will probably not enter the field. Financial

reasons enter the picture here. In some cases limitations

of ability also play a part, especially in mathematics,

although a study of Otis* teat records in the junior high

school showed that in the class of 1941, those rating A or

B. in interest were in the I.Q. 110 group or higher rang-

ing to 129.

This was not true in the case of the 1942 class,

however, where the Otis test records showed the boys'

*Otis, Arthur S. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test,
Beta Test, Form A.
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rating A or Bt in interest as belonging in the I.Q. 93 to

110 group. The only exception was a score of 137. The two

students with the highest I.Q., 129 and 137, showed a

particularly definite choice at the ninth grade level, a

choice which has remained permanent.

Girls showing a permanence of interest over the same

periods of time with an A rating on the Strong scoring

charts gave their first choices in these fields: secretar-

ial fields 10; teaching 1; nurse 2; artistl. Shifts in

preferences among the girls rating A included:

3 from beauty operator to housewife

1 " accountant to teacher

2 " writer, musician to secretary

2 " uncertain to nursing

2 " nurse, secretary to housewife

1 " primary teacher to housewife

5 shifts from first to second choice:

stage, beauty operator, home economics, librarian,

teacher --- to secretary.

Figures indicate the number making the shifts listed. It

will be observed that only a limited number could be scored

on first choice of occupational interest, due primarily to

choice range falling outside of the occupations scored

against the Strong blank.

The preceding paragraphs survey only the A scores made
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on first choices. To supplement them the following summary

of the various scores made by rating first choices of the

72 girls and 52 boys shows:

TABLE VII

Showing the Ratings on First Choices of 124 Boys and Girls
When Scored on the Strong Test with Percentages

No. No.
Girls No. % of Boys No.
in Choices Rat- No. No. in Choices

Study Checked ings Rectd.Chkd.Study Scored

% of
Rat- No. No.
ings Rec'd.Chkd.

102 72 A 38 52.7% 75 52 A 23 44.2%

"
n B+ 11 15.2% " n Be 16 30.7%

n n B 8 11.1% "
it B 3 5.7%

n n B- 5 6.9% " It B- 2 3.8%

n n C 10 13.8% " u C 8 15.3%

Girls rating A's made up 52.7% of the total, while Be, a

significant rating, was second with 15.2%. C, which has no

significance, placed third with 13.8%. Of the 30 of these

girls who gave preferences in the same field on both oc-

casions, 22 rated A or B+. In the group of boys the largest

number of scores were A's (44.2%) while Be rated second with

30.7%. Both considered significant from the viewpoint of

occupational interest, they together make up more than 2/3

of the 52. C again rates third place with 15.3%. Those

indicating the same choices on two occasions, 24 in number,

rated A or B+ in 21 of the cases. The one case rating B-,
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scored in the field of journalism, is apparently an example

of interest in management rather than in journalism as

scored. Rated in several fields for a pattern of interest,

this student showed a conflict of interest, a result that

might easily be expected from observation over a period of

years. The only pupil who named the first, second, and third

choices identically the same on the two occasions rated A

on first choice, engineering. Incidentally, his rating on

the Otis test was recorded as 137. While preferred choices

were naturally of primary consideration in a study of this

nature, second or third choices were necessarily considered

in many cases. A summary of the scores on the various

choices or on an arbitrarily assigned field is given in the

following table.

TABLE VIII

Showing Ratings Found on 1st, 2nd, or 3rd Choices or on an
Arbitrarily Assigned Scale

First Choice
Ratings Boys Girls

Second Choice
Boys Girls

Third Choice
Boys Girls

Arbitrary
Boys Girls

A 23 38 14 17 8 20 8 6

B+ 16 11 0 12 4 4 0 2

B 3 8 4 3 6 3 1 2

B- 2 5 3 6 1 3 0 1

C 8 10 4 11 6 5 1 0

No.
Rated 52 72 25 49 25 35 10 11
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In the second choice ratings slightly more than 1/2 of the

choices rated A or Bt. In the third choice the boys fell

below the 1/2 mark. Arbitrary ratings presented in Table

VIII include only those that could not be scored on chosen

fields. The majority of the boys scored only on an arbi-

trarily chosen field had expressed an interest in meohanics

or aviation and were scored upon the carpenter and engineer

scales. Six of the 8 A's scored were on the carpenter

scale. On the girls' part the majority were primarily

interested in beauty work. Keys used here were those of

nurse, office worker, and secretary-stenographer, only the

one rating highest being included here. Three of the A's

were in office work, two in secretary, and one nursing.

There was no particular reason for selecting nursing and

office work scales but the idea developed from comments

by a competent beauty operator. The A's earned by the girls

in this grouping were not particularly indicative of a

higher degree of interest, showing rather a relation between

the two choices. Many students admitted uncertainty beyond

expressing a first choice. In conferences and casual

conversation, reasons for this sometimes appeared. Among

those given were: lack of finances to secure necessary

training, a feeling of poor preparation in fundamentals

needed, and recognition of a lack of necessary ability to

make a real success in the field.
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(b) Another part of the study dealt with the report on

the scores from tests taken by juniors and seniors, totaling

275 and including those already studied separately in sec-

tion (a). These are tabulated to show readily the scores by

class or by sex.

TABLE IX

Showing the Ratings on First Choices of 172 Boys and Girls
When Scored on the Strong Test

--Indicating Ratings by Class and Sex

Class Sex
No. No.

Enrolled Checked A Br
Scores
B B- C

1942 boys 67 35 18 11 3 3 0

1941 boys 51 28 11 5 3 4 5

1942 girls 78 56 31 8 8 2 7

1941 girls 79 53 28 9 6 4 6

Totals 275 172 88 33 20 13 18

The percentage of Ats among the 172 cases scored was 51.1%;

that of B4 was 19.1%. Authorities on the subject of the

permanence of interests among high school students are

generally agreed that B. may have more significance at that

level than it is considered to have later. (37-38) For

that reason it is given special attention here. Adding the

two percentages given above, the results again show that

the two scores make over 2/3 of the total storable.

Ratings on the second choice as shown in the Strong
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TABLE X
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Showing the Ratings on Second Choices of 111 Boys and Girls
When Scored on the Strong Test

--Indicating Ratings by Class and Sex

No. No. Scores
Class Sex Enrolled Checked A B+ B B- C

1942 boys 67 19 10 0 3 2 4

1941 boys 51 19 -8 3 4 3 1

1942 girls 78 34 16 7 3 3 5

1941 girls 79 39 17 9 1 4 8

Totals 275 111 51 19 11 12 18

A's made 45.9% of the 111 papers scored; B.'s formed 17.1%.

Together they included 63.0% of the 111 mentioned above.

It may be noted that C rating placed a close third in rank

in this group.

TABLE XI

Showing the Ratings on Third Choices of 95 Boys and Girls
When Scored on Strong Test--And Indicating Ratings

by Class and Sex

Class Sex
No.

Enrolled
No.
Checked A

Scores
B. B B- C

1942 boys 67 15 7 1 3 1 3

1941 boys 51 18 3 4 4 1 6

1942 girls 78 34 18 3 4 4 5

1941 girls 79 28 16 6 1 1 4

Totals 275 95 44 14 12 7 18
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Forty-four of the 95, or 46.3% rated A, while BI- was third

in place with 14.7%, a total of 61.0% for these two top

scores. C rating ranked in second place in this table. In

several cases in the girls' choices and in one or two of

the boys' choices the interest pattern was definitely clear,

particularly in office or secretarial field for girls and

engineering for boys.

Because the survey had a definite purpose in view to

be of some value to the students personally, the fields

selected arbitrarily for scoring were not chosen with a

purely objective or research attitude. On the other hand,

arbitrary selections were rather carefully chosen on the

basis of the student's interest in a related field of work,

subject interests, activity interests, and the examiner's

personal knowledge of the individuals from association over

a period of years. This probably tended to raise the

percentage of higher scores above what it might have been

had a blind selection been made. The scores submitted on

arbitrary ratings include only those which could not readily

be scored on the given first, second, or third choice as

claimed. Those boys who claimed a first interest in avi-

ation or mechanic work were scored on carpentry (as repre-

sentative of a hand skill) and on engineering. The highest

score obtained on arbitrary scorings is the one included in

the tabulations. An attempt was made to score girls inter-
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ested in beauty work on both nursing and office work, unless

another special field was indicated in some way. Here again

only the highest score was included in the tabulations

presented. No specific basis was given for this selection,

except that mentioned on page 52, line 13. As it was, the

percentage scoring A was 60.0% or 30 out of 50 scored. Br

was scored by 9 or a percentage of 18.0. The total of the

two possibly significant scores is 78.0%. The figures on

the arbitrary ratings are given below.

TABLE XII

Showing the Ratings on Arbitrarily Selected Occupational
Fields of 50 Boys and Girls

Class Sex Enrolled Checked A Br B B- C

1942 boys 67 21 14 3 2 1 1

1941 boys 51 11 6 2 2 0 1

1942 girls 78 8 2 3 2 1 0

1941 girls 79 10 8 1 0 1 0

Totals 275 50 30 9 6 3 2

Recognition should be taken of the fact that many of these

students scored arbitrarily did have definitely claimed

interests not storable on the Strong blanks. To what

extent their claimed choices might alter the above results

one can only conjecture. A considerable number of these

young people have entered their chosen work already; several

have expressed complete satisfaction with their choice.
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It is interesting to note the effect of certain fac-

tors on the percentage of A's and &Os. By reviewing the

four preceding tabulations (Tables IX, X, XI and XII), it

can readily be seen that in 172 cases scored on the first

choice 51.1% made an A rating. A glance over the figures

shows that the girls' scores raised the percentage consid-

erably. In the A ratings on their second choice, boys and

girls in the 1942 class caused the upward swing. Among the

preferences in third place were 16 A's scored by girls on

the occupation of housewife. Again the girls' scores seemed

to weight the results, this time because of the number of

high scores on the housewife scoring chart. As mentioned

previously, in selecting the arbitrary fields consideration

was given to the pupils' subject or activity interests as a

guide to possible leanings. Here the boys have rated a

slightly higher percentage of A's. Boys living on farms or

enrolled in agriculture generally tended to rate A, regard-

less of whether it was given as first, second, third ohoice

or an arbitrary rating.

Care must be taken not to lose sight of the fact that

this is a study of interests, not aptitude nor abilities,

and that high scores on the Strong test do not necessarily

mean a high degree of success in the given field. On the

other hand, there is little doubt that interest adds to the

possibility of success in any occupation in which one
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engages, and certainly should not be over-looked in Counsel-

ing activities. Every counselor would do well to look beyond

the mere expressed leaning of the student to the influences

that have helped to mold that interest. In the succeeding

pages such influences are taken up for consideration before

any attempt to formulate conclusions on this survey are

even contemplated.

Factors Influencing Occupational Choices

From the counseling point of view the factors which

influence a young person in making a vocational choice are

of great importance, both in relation to the nature of the

Choice and the possibilities of satisfaction and perma-

nence in the occupation selected. How do young people

reach these important decisions? Who are the persons that

make the most impression upon their choices? How wise is

the advice given? Certainly there should be thought given

to this phase of occupational guidance. To shed a little

light upon the sources of influence that have assisted this

particular group of students in choosing an occupational

field this question was included in the questionnaire: "Who

has most influenced you in making your choice of vocation?"

A list of persons close to the students or whom they might

consult outside of the home was given, leaving space for

further comments if desired. Tabulations for each class

group follow:
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TABLE XIII

Showing the Persons that Students Felt Had Most
Influenced Them in Making an Occupational Choice

Influences
1942

B. G.
1941

B. G.
1940

B. G.
1939

B. G.
1938

B. G. Totals

mother 7 27 19 25 5 6 2 4 0 1 96

father 6 10 14 10 1 4 3 0 0 0 48

grandfather 2 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 8

friend 4 9 9 7 7 1 5 0 1 0 43

sister 1 8 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 15

brother 3 3 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 11

self 33 51 30 52 19 16 16 14 7 4 242

teacher 3 7 12 9 7 3 1 3 3 0 48

minister 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 4

neighbor 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

principal 0 1 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 8

banker 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Following the list of persons given above was a space

for additional comments, some of which included: cousin,

aunt, sweetheart, doctor, uncle, boss, business man, brother-

in-law, sister-in-law. Other factors listed were: abilities,

experience, school activity, school as a whole, talents,

interests, school subjects, opportunity in field, univer-

sity courses, reading of success of others, reading in the

field. In a few cases no answer was given. Many students
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checked more than one person as influencing his choice.

The group moat frequently checking "self" only was the

junior class. It would be interesting to learn what

answers would be given by these same people near the close

of the, senior year--to determine whether this reaction

was due to a natural feeling of self-sufficiency or was due

to the distance in time from an imminent plunge into the

occupational world. Most of the students included them-

selves when checking others, apparently indicating that

they were making their own choices. A total of 242 checked

"self" as important: juniors (1942) 84, seniors (1941) 82,

class of 1940 35, 1939 class 30, and 11 in the class of

1938. Arranged in order of number of times checked, the

remainder are given in Table XIV which is placed on the

following page for convenience in reading.
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TABLE XIV

Showing the Order of the Influences
--With Totals for Each Class

Influence 1942 1941 1940 1939 1938 Total

1. mother 34 44 11 6 1 96

2. father 16 24 5 3 0 48

3. teacher 10 21 10 4 3 48

4. friend 13 16 8 5 1 43

5. sister 9 4 0 1 1 15

6. brother 6 2 1 1 1 11

7. principal 1 5 2 0 0 8

8. grandfather 5 2 1 0 0 8

9. minister 0 1 2 0 1 4

10. neighbor 1 2 0 0 0 3

11. banker 0 0 0 0 0 0

A purely objective study of these figures would lead

to the following conclusions: (1) that students considered

that they were making the final decision and therefore were

themselves responsible to the greatest degree; (2) that the

person most frequently credited as having the greatest

influence on a students choice was the mother; (3) that

honors for third place were tied between father and teacher,

although if the principal is classified with teacher as a

"school" influence, father definitely falls to fourth place.
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On the other hand, information known about these part-

icular students brings out the fact that in most of the

cases in which grandfather was especially influential, he

was serving in the position of a father missing from the

home, a fact which might well be considered as restoring

father at least to equality with the school. It was noted

also in a very few instances that in a motherless home the

father was rated most influential.

The figures as they appear here seem to agree in

great measure with similar studies throughout the country.

(29,32,34) Nevertheless, although the figures appear to

favor the mother's influence, students in informal con-

versation certainly do not discount the father's interest

and advice. This was shown clearly in questionnaires from

the senior class, in which 10 of the boys and 9 of the

girls impartially checked both father and mother as first

in influence. A few checked father, mother and teacher as

most influential, indicating apparently that all had given

equally valuable advice. Again knowledge of the back-

grounds of these children over a period of years leads one

to unquestioned acceptance of the truth of their state-

ments. That parents are being consulted by young people

of Oregon City regarding high school and vocational plans

is undoubtedly true. No guidance worthy of the name would

do otherwise than urge such a procedure. The more plans
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of young people are talked over sympathetically and

understandingly in the home, with the final decision in

the hands of the young folks themselves, the more thought-

ful, and, it is to be hoped, the more wise the decisions

made will be. When the school and the home cooperate in

giving sound information and sympathetic counsel, the edu-

cational and occupational choices of youth will more likely

be permanent and satisfying to the individual and more

worthwhile to society as a whole.

Further Educational Plans

Since preparation for a desired occupation is so vital

for success in the fulfillment of that goal, no study of

occupational preferences of high school students can avoid

some thoughtful attention to the future educational plans

of the students involved, for expressed or even tested

preferences will come to naught unless the preparational

plans of the individual are in accord with the preparation

demanded by that choice. It was with that idea in mind

that this question was included in the present survey. The

question asked for information on plans for the years fol-

lowing high school. In the case of juniors and seniors the

plans lay entirely in the future; in the case of graduates

they lay in the past and present rather than in the future.

The plans included in the questionnaire were: (1) find a
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job if possible; (2) attend university or college; (3) bus-

iness college; (4) specialized trade school; (5) work until

able to attend school; (6) no plans. There was also space

for special comments if desired. Returns on 339 question-

naires were as follows:

TABLE XV

Showing Further Plans of Students After
High School Graduation

Classes
1942 1941

B. G. B. G.
1940

B. G.
1939

B. G.
1938 Totals

B. G. B. G.

1. Find a job 12 22 7 15 3 2 4 4 4 1 30 45

2. University
or College

11 18 17 16 8 9 11 9 2 2 49 54

3. Bus. College 2 8 1 10 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 21

4. Trade Sch. 10 8 10 14 5 1 2 0 1 0 28 23

5. Work-Later 9 9 15 9 7 3 1 3 2 0 34 24
School

6. No Plans 3 3 4 0 3 3 3 1 0 0 13 7

Six students omitted this section of the questionnaire.

In the special comments given, three indicated that they

planned to join the navy, one expected to take a post grad-

uate course at high school, another intended to enter a

laundry school at the minimum age of 21, a third named farm-

ing as his occupation, and three girls admitted their plans

to marry after graduation. (Since then several others have

made similar plans which would make some changes above.)

Although this study would not necessarily include any
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comment on the carrying out of such plans, it is interest-

ing to note that of 33 students in the class of 1941 stating

college plans 26 are known to have entered some college,

while 7 others have enrolled in business schools. Several

of the boys who said they planned to work before going on

to school have taken special training and have been em-

ployed in defense work. Most of those who mentioned plans

to enter navy service have also carried out that intention.

Naturally the plans of the 1942 class were probably

less definite than those of the class who were graduated in

1941. Among those of the 1940 class who indicated attend-

ance at college or plans to attend, thirteen are known to

have done so. Some of them entered after one year of work,

which would seem to show a genuine purpose on their part.

On the other hand a number have had to withdraw from school

for one reason or another. On the whole one might say that

a considerable percentage of those who stated plans to Ob-

tain education beyond high school have actually carried on

their plans. If this is true, it seems only reasonable to

admit that the choices of occupations and educational plans

have not been made without some thought on the need for a

related program.
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Avocational Interests

The last item on the questionnaire was included at the

suggestion of one of the students. A graduate of the class

of 1938, he suggested that among the present avocational

interests of former students might be found some of the

claimed interests of ninth grade level. Surprisingly, how-

ever, that is less frequently true than that the avocation-

al interest patterns were already being formed at junior

high school level--with a possible shifting as the years

passed from active sports to more social activities. While

it was in this section of the questionnaire that the great-

est diversity appeared, it was also true that for large

numbers the interests were narrowed down to comparatively

few activities. For the boys, fishing, hunting, music, a

variety of sports, and photography seemed to lead; for

girls, dancing, music, photography, and sports such as

swimming and tennis led. Due to the variety of sports,

that item was left to the individual to record under

"Others ". In this way it was possible to get a direct

expression from the student. Tables XVI, XVII, XVIII

give the results of this phase of the study. Because

of the relationship of the data presented in the three

tables, it is necessary that they be considered together.
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TABLE XVI

Showing the Expressed Avocations' Interests of Students

1942
B. G.

1941
B. G.

1940
B. G.

1939
B. G.

1938
B. G.

1. music 12 36 14 28 7 10 4 8 6 3

2. art 1 9 4 7 1 0 1 3 0 0

3. writing 1 5 2 9 2 3 2 0 0 0

4. stamps 6 8 9 9 2 4 0 2 1 2

5. fishing 29 5 36 10 12 1 13 0 4 1

6. hunting 27 2 36 6 9 0 11 0 2 0

7. dancing 6 52 14 30 5 5 6 9 1 1

8. wood Cary. 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 1 0

9. pottery 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10. photography 9 13 10 17 7 0 4 3 2 1

11. gardening 4 7 2 10 0 0 2 1 0 0

From the above table it is possible to gain some idea

of the claimed leisure time interests of the students

participating in the survey, arranged in class groups and

according to sex. Pottery appears to have the least appeal

among those activities listed, with wood carving only

slightly more attractive.

Summaries of the data presented here are given in

Table XVII on the following page.
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TABLE XVII

Summarizing Data on Avocational Interests of Students
(Other Than Sports)

Boys
Totals

Girls
--Order of Choice

Boys Girls

1. music 43 85 3 2

2. art 7 19 7 5

3. writing 7 17 7 7

4. stamps 18 25 5 4

5. fishing 94 17 1 7

6. hunting 85 8 2 8

7. dancing 32 97 4 1

8. wood carving 4 3 8 9

9. pottery 2 1 9 10

10. photography 32 34 4 3

11. gardening 8 18 6 6

From this it can be seen that music is the most common

interest, while dancing and photography and stamps all rate

high in both columns. The greatest extremes come in fish-

ing and hunting, with those rating first and second for

boys and seventh and eighth for girls. Leading sports,

written in by students under the general heading "Others",

might be summarized as follows:
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TABLE XVIII

Summarizing Data on the Interests of Students
in Leading Sports

Boys Girls

Basketball 29 6

Football 19 0

Baseball 23 0

Tennis 13 36

Swimming 15 68

Sports in general 21 27

Other leading avocations' interests included reading and a

wide variety of collections. The collecting instinct seem-

ed to be strong in both boys and girls, with not very much

difference as to choice of collection but greater for girls

than for boys. Variety of sports, on the other hand, en-

gaged the interest of more boys.

Chapter III has been devoted to organizing and tab-

ulating facts brought out in this study. There has been

an attempt to cover the following findings:

(1) change or permanence of high school pupils'

occupational interests

(2) comparison between expressed choices and measured

interests of juniors and seniors

(3) further educational plans of students
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(4) greatest influence in making occupational choice

(5) some consideration of avocational interests.

The first two topics form the actual basis for the present

study. The last three are presented here because of their

possible support of the facts given in the actual basic

study. At times the relationship appears vague, but even

so, there should not be intensive study of one phase of

human interests without consciousness of other related in-

terests. This is especially true in the field of student

counseling, for which this survey primarily was made. In

Chapter IV consideration will be given to conclusions

based upon the facts gathered through this survey.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

Literature dealing with the permanence of the occu-

pational interests of young people of high school age has

been relatively scarce, most of the more systematic

studies not having been begun until after the publication

of Strong's "Change of Interests with Age" (37) and

Fryer's "Measurement of Interests" (20). If the term

"permanence" is to have any significance whatsoever, it

must of necessity cover a period of not lesi than three

years and preferably more than that, in fact it is desir-

able that it include the entire preparatory period and

entrance upon the occupation, ranging in time from four

to eight or more years. Studies of that type are now

being carried on, and reports upon their findings may well

be looked for within the next few years. Nevertheless it

has been possible to glean some ideas from the figures and

reports available. Certainly there is evidence to lead

one to believe that occupational choices are made earlier

than many formerly believed and that these occupational

choices may have sufficient fundamental groundwork that

they have approximately between a 25% and 50% chance to

remain permanent, while, what is probably equally signifi-

cant, shifts in choice that may occur are frequently to
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occupations with similar qualification requirements and

related activities or to those actually possessing the

activities which the youth imagined his earlier choice to

have. One example of this is the choice of engineer,

which many younger students apparently confuse with some

line of mechanical work, in which they are really inter-

ested. It is at this point that one value of a study of

occupations early in the high school years appears. More

accurate information on occupations early in life might

rob the joke columns of some material but on the other

hand might save many young people from embarrassment or

months of the wrong type of preparation.

The occupational information given at this or any

other level should be as accurate and up-to-date as is

possible in view of rapid changes and new inventions. A

knowledge of the fundamentals of the occupational fields,

possible sources of further information of both a general

and a more specific nature, and the development of an in-

quiring mind in relation to the occupational world and the

preparation necessary to meet it successfully are the

right of every graduate of the American high school. This

means that vocational and educational guidance for high

school students is not only highly desirable but also an

outright obligation on the part of the high school depart-

ment of any school system.
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On page 51 of the pamphlet on "Guidance Practices in

New Jersey" (22) is the following significant statement,

"Educational and vocational choices and decisions must be

made and preparation and assistance should be provided for

boys and girls as they are forced by their situations to

make them." Another statement on this question worthy of

note appears in the foreword of Howard Bell's "Matching

Youth and Jobs" (2) in which Floyd W. Reeves says:

. . . the knowledge and the help provided by
vocational guidance, vocational preparation, and
the placement service should be provided by any
community which knows its own interests.

Farther on in the same book Bell himself makes the

following statement:

Guidance cannot cure unemployment among youth,
nor can it make more palatable the bitter cup
of enforced idleness. But it will at least help
young people break through the fog of romanticism
that so often envelops their thinking about their
vocational assets and limitations. It affords
the best known means of reducing the frustration
that results from the belated discovery that the
door of opportunity is too narrow to permit their
entrance upon the occupation of their choice.

On the positive side, it provides the best
possible assurance that capacities for leadership
will be uncovered and directed into occupational
channels where they can be of greatest service
both to the individual and to his community.

These quotations all lend support to the conclusion that

guidance is of vital importance for all young people of

high school age, whether enrolled in school or not.

If there is to be a guidance program available for

young people of that age, there must be special study of
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each of the several foundations upon which a successful

career can be built. One of these is the problem of inter-

ests; what they are, how important or unimportant they

really are, how early they develop, how permanent they may

prove to be. The present study has concerned itself prim-

arily with the last phase of this question. But important

as interests are in relation to success in occupational

life, they must not be given undue emphasis nor be permit-

ted to overshadow the extreme importance of aptitudes or

abilities. In making the present study, which deals

entirely with interests, an effort has been put forth to

guard against falling into any such error in thinking.

Counselors need always to keep a proper balance upon this

question in all their work with students, who can readily

grasp the difference and learn to approach their decisions

with a broad outlook.

In line with what has been found in some other surveys

of more or less similar nature, Oregon City young people

appear to have some definite vocational interests by the

time they enter the ninth grade. One factor which might

have some influence locally on this point is that some time

during April all prospective ninth graders are guests, for

one day, of the junior high school, where they have an

opportunity to visit classes and learn at first hand of

activities in both schools. Each visitor leaves a self-
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addressed post-card, which is later mailed to the pupil to

arrange a conference between the principal and the student

in the home. At that time the values of a high school

education and the offerings of the local school are ex-

plained to parent and child. These contacts serve to keep

educational thinking going on in the minds of these child-

ren from spring until they return to register in the fall.

There is no attempt to force a choice at this point but it

does arouse thought in the minds of many students. Be the

influence of that factor what it may, the study of the

replies of students to the questionnaires showed that the

sampling from the five classes displayed a permanence of

occupational interest ranging from 36.1% to 47.8% on first

choice, while, when results of the settling upon the second

of two close interests was included, the percentages ranged

from 42.8% to 60.8%.

While the survey covers only a relatively small group,

approximately 298, and therefore should not be considered

to any great degree as conclusive, it does definitely show

a tendency for at least 4 out of 10 of this sampling of the

students in Oregon City to have rather definitely establish-

ed occupational interests, supported to a considerable

extent by educational and training plans looking toward

fulfillment of their ambitions. Probably one weakness is

the need for a greater recognition of aptitudes and
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abilities, but this field has not yet been widely developed

for the younger age group. So-called mental tests and cer-

tain subject aptitude tests at senior high school level

have proved helpful in guiding students toward preparation

suited to their capacities, but unless a satisfactory inter-

relationship between interests and capacities is establish-

ed such guidance may merely create emotional adjustment

problems later on and frequently lead to resentment and

unjust criticism of the public school.

The A ratings on first choices were interesting in

view of the fact that over half of those recorded on the

boys choices were for students who had kept the same

choice over the given period of time. For the girls this

was slightly over one-third. This does not take into con-

sideration those students known to be equally interested in

two fields at ninth grade and finally choosing one of them,

nor those interested in fields that could not be scored on

the Strong blank, a number of which were permanent. No

attempt is made at the ninth grade level to have students

make final choices; rather they are urged to keep an eye on

the wider field of their interests and build their prepara-

tion on a broad foundation. Attention is given to the need

of a general educational background for the more specializ-

ed training that particular occupational fields demand.

Pupils are made acquainted with numerous opportunities
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offered on the West Coast for educational and specialized

training beyond high school, but are urged to face facts in

regard to financial and other limitations. A long time

view of such problems allows a student and his family to

consider all the possibilities and obstacles to be faced,

and to make final choices after full view of all sides of

the problem. Naturally, these phases become more vital as

a student progresses toward graduation.

There seems to be a growing tendency for Oregon City

students to be conscious of local and nearby employment

opportunities. Much credit is due the senior high school

program for this, for through their trades, commercial

and other vocational departments, the career club, and so

forth, many local contacts and placements are made. In

fact many of these contacts and placements reach beyond the

local area into the city of Portland.

Another observation gathered from the returns is the

fact that students realize the need for specialized train-

ing for certain occupations and apparently know where it

is to be found.

There is little doubt that the home is still first in

influencing a youth in choice of life work. A number of

studies elsewhere have shown this. (14, 33, 36) In the

present survey the figures on page 61 show the mother,

father, sister, and brother influences in the top 60% of
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the tabulations, but it brings satisfaction to realize

that the school is giving some aid. Other surveys of this

nature generally have shown that the mother's influence

comes first in the majority of cases but the inclusion here

of both father and mother in so many of the questionnaires

was worthy of note, and certainly worthy of encouragement.

A thought given in an earlier chapter may bear repeating

at this point--that when the school gives sound occupa-

tional information and the parents together give sympath-

etic and understanding counsel, there should be a greater

prospect for wise decisions and happy occupational futures

for American young people.

Avocational interests seemed to show a definite

pattern of development at ninth grade level, just as do

occupational interests, and with a similar permanence.

However, there might be said to be a certain developmental

trend in avocational interests with increasing age as

active participation in many sports is supplanted by obser-

vation from the grand-stand and a turn to more individual

and social forms of relaxation. There is a certain need

for appreciation and knowledge of activities that will

prove satisfying in later years as well as in youth. That

might aid somewhat in overcoming the spectator habit from

which the American public has suffered during past years.
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In general the conclusions, might be summed up as

follows:

1. Definite occupational interest patterns are for many

pupils in the process of development by the early years of

high school, even as early as fourteen years of age and

possibly in many instances at a still younger age, and

these show very definite possibilities of permanence as

they become more pronounced.

2. While these interest patterns are often brought to

light as a result of informal guidance, a more accurate

picture of them will be revealed by the administration of

reliable interest tests or inventories.

3. Although this study has not dealt at length with

avocational interests and therefore conclusions on this

topic cannot be seriously considered, the information

gathered from the two questionnaires lends support to the

belief that avocational interest patterns have also begun

to form by the ninth school year.

4. Many high school students today, besieged as they are

on all sides with the need for guidance and planning, are

looking ahead and considering training beyond school to fit

themselves to meet the'competition of modern living.

5. It is the expressed opinion of high school pupils that

the home still maintains first rank in influencing young

people in their choice of life work. (page 61).
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One could scarcely give the necessary hours to a sur-

vey-study of this type without sensing certain weak points

and related problems in need of study.

1. The need for further study in this field locally:

(1) a follow-up study of the individuals included here

(2) a further study of succeeding classes

(3) a continuous guidance program through high school

(4) a study of the best methods of determining apti-

tudes and abilities of high school students

(5) a study of the Strong tests on hand for definite

occupational patterns of interest.

(6) a careful study of the two factors of (a) age of

choosing an occupation and (b) permanence of choice

in relation to the other factor of intelligence.

2. Strong test keys prepared for a wider range of occupa-

tions, including more fields outside of the profession-

al and white-collar jobs, especially in view of the

emphasis away from these lines.

3. Strong tests to be standardized for ages nearer to

those of high school students, in addition to what has

already been done.

4. More emphasis upon bridging the gap between high school

and college.

5. More emphasis upon bridging the gap between high school

and employment.
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OCCUPATIONAL CHOICES--CLASS OF 1942 - -BOYS

No.
Grade 9

I.Q.* 1st.
Grade 11

1st.
Rating

S.

1. 101 dIs.eng. mechanic
2. 110 farm. drafts.
3. uncert. uncert.
4. 87 lawyer off .w. A
5. -- uncert. aviatIn
6. 118 lawyer lawyer B+
7. 137 aer.eng. engineer A
8. 96 aer.eng. ay.eng. A
9. 95 farm. florist B+(F)
10. 103 farm. farm. B+
11. 105 air p't. ay.eng. B
12. -- engineer aviator .

13. 102 arItect. mechanic
14. 103 carp. mechanic
15. 111 baseball civ.serv. C(OW)
16. 104 cook carp. Br
17. 89 mechanic drafts.
18. 85 mechanic carp. A
19. 100 tr'k.dr. tr'k.dr.
20. 109 radio(n) gar.mech.
21. 96 electric .el.eng. A
22. -- engineer mech.eng. . . .

23. 96 uncert. farm. A
24. -- aviatIn aviatIn . . .

25. 86 ath.w'k. ath.w'k B+(Y)
26. 96 h'y.eng. engineer A
27. 111 rad.mech.music B+
28. 113 aviatIn air.mech.
29. 105 aviatIn ay.eng. B+
30. 109 carp. bookkeep. B+ (OW)

Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating
2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

tr'k.dr.
el.eng.
uncert.
min.eng.
unoert.
forest.
air p't.
air p't.
forest.
uncert.
ath.co.
uncert.
banker
civ.eng.
aer.mech.
uncert.
salesman
carp.
farm.
scient.
forest.
oil st.
uncert.
mechanic
air p't.
h'y cons.
res.chem.
uncert.
sawmill
farm.

uncert.
ath.co.
uncert.
uncert.
airport
politic.
aviatIn.
navy
forest. C
ath.co. C(Y)
navy
mechanic . .

electric.
carp. A
uncert.
tr'k.dr.
unoert.
auto mech.
cat.op
uncert.
uncert.
aviat'n. . .

civ.serv.
mechanic . .

aviatIn
uncert.
uncert.
aviatIn
uncert.
farm. A

A(Y)
millwr.
M.D.
uncert.
M.D.
uncert.
uncert.
mechanic
engineer
uncert.
uncert.
mechanic
uncert.
mechanic
uncert.
farm.
uncert.
cook
uncert.
cat.op.
uncert.
police
marines
uncert.
aer.eng.
police
uncert.
musician
uncert.
mechanic
forest.

uncert. -
singer A(m)
uncert. . . .

uncert.
air.ind.
shipper A(SM)
mechanic
farm. A
dentist B
lawyer C
ath.co. B(Y)
r.r.eng. . . .

tr'k.dr.
machin.
uncert.
bldg.con.
uncert.
mech.(any)
farm. A
uncert.
uncert.
forest. . . .

radio
com.fish . . .

auto mech.
uncert.
uncert.
farm. A
uncert.
tr'k.dr.



Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating
No. I.Q. 1st. 1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd.

31. 91 tr.sales. uncert.
32. -- machin.
33. 108 ag.sp.
34. 108 forest.
35. 100 farm.
36. 90 pub.lec.
37. -- mechanic
38. 108 ag.ttch.
39. 109 d s.eng.
40. 103 aer.eng.
41. 91 r.estate
42. 94 el.work
43. 109 florist
44. 93 minister
45. 117 natur't.
46. 108 uncert.
47. 118 aer.eng.
48. 115 aviat'n.
49. 92 aircr't.
50. 81 auto mech
51. -- journ't.
52. -- journtt.

mechanic
newsp'r.
ay.eng.
farm.
aer.fac.
mechanic
farm.
engineer
ay.eng.
r.estate
el.eng.
florist
engineer
radio an.
ay.eng.
chemist
ay.eng.
uncert.

.mach. w.
navy
M.D.

A
A
A
B.
B.
A(F)
A

A
B
A

r.plr.mgr
mechanic
d's.eng.
engineer
mechanic
dentist
air.work
stockman
el.eng.
air.mech.
mechanic
uncert.
forest.
off.w.
forest.
uncert.
ins.sale.
navy(air)
farm.
air mech.
ph.ed.t.
M.D.

.uncert.
arc weld.
book'r.
uncert.
mechanic
radio
aviattn
fish-g.
el.eng.
uncert.
uncert.
aviattn
forest.
aviattn
pub.sptk.
farm.
druggist
army
uncert.
uncert.
radio
uncert.

uncert.
. . . elect.
C+(OW) farm.

off.w.
carp.
M.D.

. . . factory
uncert.

A uncert.
aviattn.
tr'k.dr.
uncert.

B- d's.eng.
farm.
math. w.

A uncert.
lumbtn.
air pet.
off.w.
uncert.
uncert.

. uncert.

uncert.
chauff.
salesmgr. C+
uncert.
tr'k.dr.
printer Br
farm.
tr'k.dr.
machin.
aviattn.
uncert.
mech.eng. 8+
navy
farm. A
fish-g.
nap
ar -beet. C
forest. B
uncert.
uncert.
forest.
uncert.

Arbitrary Ratings--Class of 1942--Boys

1.
2.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

carp. B 10. -- 19. carp. B- 28. chem. A 37. . . . 46. carp.
ar'tect C 11. -- 20. carp. A 29. carp. A 38. -- 47. eng.

12. 21. forest B+ 30. -- 39. carp. A 48. chem.
-- 13. carp. A 22. . . . 31. farm. A 40. carp. B+ 49. carp.
carp. A 14. -- 23. artist B. 32. . . . 41. off.w. A 50. carp.
-- 15. carp. A 24. . . . 33. print. B 42. carp. A 51. .

-- 16. -- 25. farm. A 34. forest. A 43. -- 52. .

carp. A 17. ar'tect.0 26. Chem. A 35. carp. 8+ 44. carp. A
-- 18. farm. A 27. chem. B- 36. -- 45. m.s.t. A

A
B
A
A
A

a)
co



CLASS OF 1942--GIRLS

Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating
No. I.Q. 1st. 1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

1. 82 music.t. cashier 13(0W)
2. 104 dr.des. cos.des. B(art)
3. 107 sec'y. sec'y. A
4. 105 sten. beaut.o.
5. 99 h.ec. ath.dir. B-
6. 104 sten. clerk B(OW)
7. -- sec'y. beaut.sp. . . .

8. 113 beaut.o. wife A
9. 116 acettt. coll.t. A(mst)
10. 108 nurse nurse B+
11. 83 teach.(d)teach. B+(ET)
12. 99 sec'y. sten. A
13. 100 nurse(lab)beaut.o.
14. 106 sec'y. off.w. A
15. 111 writ.h.ec.sec'y. A
16. 108 sec'y. sten. A
17. 112 nurse ath.dir. IS+

18. 76 beaut.op.houaek. A(HW)
19. -- writer author
20. 112 unoert.
21. -- diet'n.
22. -- teach.
23. 102 beaut.o.
24. 110 beaut.o.
25. 107 seamst's
26. 108 violin.
27. 112 sec'y.
28. 96 teach.
29. -- pharmacy
30. 93 beaut.o.
31. 100 teach.

h.s.te.
beaut.o.
teach.
beaut.sp.
wife
.sec'y.
violin.
sten.

teach.
pharmacy
beaut.sp.
hair sty.

C(T)

B+
A
A(art)
A
C(T)

uncert.
h.ec.w'k.
nurse
beaut.o.
ph.ed.t.
sec'y.
sten.
sten.
lawyer
h.ec.t.
teach.(gr
uncert.
sec y.
tel.op.
clo.wlk.
nurse
stewarts.
sec' y.
radio w.
uncert.
artist
sten.
uncert.
uncert.
teacher
ranch w.
nurse
sten.
drug cl'k
sec y.
sten.

waitress
Oiv.serv.13+(0W)
book'r. A(0W)
nurse B+
diet
uncert.
style sh.. . .

beaut.o.
uncert.
diettn.
)uncert.
civ.ser. A(0W)
lab.tech.B-(N)
homem'r. A(HW)
sten. 134(0W)
bookk'r. A(OW)
dean(g)
hostess C(N)
mdse.buy.. . .

soc.ser. C
hmec.dem.
int.dec. . . .

dancer
bookk'r. 13(0W)
uncert.
uncert.
sec'y. A
libr n. B-
.lab.tech.. . .

dancer
h.s.tea. 04(T)

uncert.
uncert.
cook
waitress
off.w.
clerk
stewarls
singer
uncert.
teacher
uncert.
uncert.
lawyer
dr.clerk
prof.dan
acettt.
sec'y.
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.
seamst's
clerk
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.
civ.ser.
news/Dlr.
domes.sc
uncert.
dr.des.
beaut.o.

beaut.o.
typist B+(S)
florist
wife A
off.w.(Sec)A(OW)
uncert.
.wife ip

singer
uncert.
dean(w) C(T)
uncert.
saleswtn.
book'r. 13(0W)
gift sh.

.dancer
acettt.
h.s.tea'r.C(mst
uncert.
radio w. . . .

music t.
.uncert.
sec'y.
wife A
cashier 3(0W)
uncert.
uncert.
nurse B-
-govern's.
waitr's.
wife A
actress



Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating Grade 9 Grade 11 Rating
No. I.Q. 1st. 1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

32. 106
33. 109
34. 110
35. 114
36. 95
37. 88
38. --
39. 98
40. 122
41. 97
42. 105
43. 119
44. 106

beaut.o.
pr.teach.
musician
nurse
sec'y.
sten.
sten.
nurse
sec'y.
off.w.
nurse
pharmacy
uncert.

45.96-93 sten.
46. 113 dr.des.
47. 108 med.sec.
48. 105 uncert.
49. 100 sec'y.

beaut.o.
nurse
sec'y. A
dr.buy.
beaut.o.
beaut.o.
sec'y.
nurse Br
secty.(c.$)A
sten.
nurse C+
mus.t.
X-r.tech.
sten.
wife(sec)
wife
nurse
dressmtr.

A(N)
A

A
A

sec'y. uncert.
sec'y. M.D.
teach. musician
diet'n uncert.
seamstls.uncert.
teach. teach. C(E-T)

. uncert. radio w.
elec.org.air host.
teach.(art)beaut.o
beaut.o. book'r. B(OW)
bookk'r. uncert.
lawyer pharmacy B(M.D.)
uncert. uncert.
h.e.te. beaut.sp.
uncert. oos.des.
vis.nurse cashier A(OW)
stewarls.hostess
nurse sten. B+

teach.
clerk
report.
dr.des.
teach.
uncert.
uncert.
off.w.
teach.pi
uncert.
newswrit
journtm,
uncert.
nurse
uncert.
cler.w.
uncert.
uncert.

uncert.
for.00r.
wife A
uncert.
uncert.
sten.
style sh.. .

ath.dir. B-
.sec'y. A
beaut.sp.
.uncert.
lawyer C
uncert.
wife A
M.D.
govern's
waitrls.
wife A

Arbitrary Ratings--1942 Class--Girls

1. --
2. --
3. --
4. sec'y.
5. --
6. --
7.
8. off.w.
9. off.w.
10. off.w.

A

A
A
A

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

sec'y.
--
--
--
--
--
nurse
--

off.w.

B+

A

B

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

off.w.
. . .

off.w.
MI OM

off.w.

ON

off.w.

B+

A

C+

A

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

sec'y.
off.w.
off.w.

off.w.
sec'y.
off.w,

1M Oa

A
A
B-

B-
A
B-

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

off.w.
teach.
soc.w.
OW NO

sec'y.
sec'y.

B+
C(T)
B-

A
A



CLASS OF 1941--BOYS

Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating
No. I.Q. 1st. 1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

1. 88
2. 103
3. 98
4. 106
5. --
6. 112
7. 108
8. --
9. 109
10. 88
11. --
12.96 -110
13. 116
14. 113
15. 94
16. 100
17. 115
18. 89
19. 94
20. 107
21. 88
22. 103
23. 110
24. 103
25. --
26. 107
27. --
28. 110
29. --
30. 98
31. 72

navy
newspIr.
forest.
aviat'n
carp.
radio
forest.
M.D.
forest.
thIreart
forest.
actor
gov.w.
aviat'n
air ptt.
lawyer
law(eng.)
paperm.
carp.
airpl.
air con.
uncert.
navy of.
sal.ex.
forest.
sci.t.
re.est.
lawyer
mech.
newep'r.
farm.

tel.co.
journ'm B+
chemist A
aviat'n
carp.
mo.p.proj .
carp.
teach. . . .

ag.teach.B-(mst
artist . . .

forest. . . .

tr'nsp'n.
journ'm. C
aviat'n B+(E)
auto mech. . .

lawyer B+
engineer Bt
ath.co. A(Y
auto mech. .

navy
air(ar.,n)
ar'tect. C
navy of.
civ.eng. C+
forest. . .

chemist C+
re.est. A
C.P.A. C
tr'k.man . .

vetin'n. C(M
farm. A

music.
forest.
farming
civ.eng.
butcher
mech.
chemist
biolog.
)grocer
uncert.
civ.eng.
photog.
paper m.
grocer
mech.
chemist
eng.

) sales.
. gar.w.

tr'k.dr.
el.eng.
uncert.
chem.
math.

. com.fish
bookk'r.
uncert.
sales.

. tr'k.dr.
.D.)lawyer

mech.

navy
fish-g.
uncert.
civ.eng. A
bldg.con..
mech.
chemist A
off.man.
uncert.
uncert. . . .

aviat'n . .

ath.co. B(Y)
teach. A(mst
mechanic
aviat'n . . .

car sal. A(SM)
teach. B(mst
carp. A
aviat'n . . .

artist A
ath.co. B-(Y)
eng.
res.chem.B-
uncert.
.carp.
druggist
tr'k.dr.
sales. A(ins
uncert. . . .

salesm. A(SM)
el.weld.

forest.
aviat'n
chemist
forest.
farm.
elect.
aviat'n
carp.
engineer
uncert.
piece w.
com.art

) aviator
mechanic
mech.dr.
car sal.

) uncert.
elect.
uncert.
uncert.
farm.
uncert.
uncert
banker
aviat'n
chemist
uncert.

) music.
minister
advItis.
tr'k.dr.

ath.co. B(Y)
newsrelr.
uncert.
tr'k.dr.
tr'k.dr.
elect. A(E)
forest. C
secty.
uncert.
uncert. . . .

auto mech.. . .

artist C+
uncert.
ath.co. B+(Y)
elect.
uncert.
coast g.
elect.
uncert.
aviat'n
army
civ.ser. B(OW)
lawyer B-
uncert.
bldg.con.
aviat'n
photog.
music.
uncert.
politic.
tr'k.dr.

to
to



Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating
No. I.Q. 1st. 1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

32. 102 sailor ay.eng. A
33. -- journ'm newspIr. B-
34. 96 gov.w. civ.ser. 0(0W)
35. 116 aviat'n civ.eng. Br
36. -- ice-wlks. ice-mfg. . . .

37. -- aviat'n eng. A
38. -- civ.eng. surgeon
39. 82 gar.man auto mech.
40. -- movie b. navy . . .

41. 98 journ'm aviat'n
42. 129 civ.eng. civ.eng. A

tr'k.dr.
politic.
uncert.
forest.
sales.
forest.
uncert.
radio
uncert.
detect.
ay.mech.

mechanic
salesm.
uncert.
uncert.
tr'k.dr.
aviat'n
aviat'n
elect.
advert
fish-g.
eng.(army)

auto mech
lawyer
uncert.
civ.eng.
tr'k.dr.
Carp.

. . . uncert. psychiat. . . .

B(E) chemist florist B(F)
. . . uncert. civ.ser. . .

navy(store) machin.
A eng.(other) eng.(other) A

.navy
law(art) C +(art)
uncert.
uncert.
music.
forest. BI

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.

--
--

10.
11.

. . .

farmer B+ 12. off.w.
carp. B 13. s.sc.t.
. 14. carp.
carp. Br 15. . . .

-- 16. --
17. --

farmer A 18. m.sc.t.

Arbitrary Ratings--1941 Class- -Boys

28. off.w. A37. --
20. eng. Br 29. . . . 38. . . .

A 21. -- 30. off.w. A 39. carp. Br
A 22. -- 31. -- 40. . . .

B 23. m.sc.t. A 32. carp. A 41. oarp. A
24. sales. A 33. law. B- 42. --
25. . . . 34. eng. B-
26. m.sc.t. A 35. carp. A

A 27. sal.mgr. A 36.

CA



Grade 9
No. I.Q. 1st.

CLASS OF 1941--GIRLS

Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating
1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

1. 89 sec'y.
2. 63 artist
3. 88 sec'y.
4. 103 sec'y.
5. 118 nurse
6. 110 teacher
7. 95 sec'y.
8. -- teach.
9. 103 beaut.o.

118 nurse10.
11. -- sec'y.
12. 104 nurse
13. 78 beaut.o.
14. 117 cl.des.,
15. 116 pr.teach.
16. 85 sec'y.
17. 101 beaut.o.
18. 91 beaut.o.
19. 98 sten.
20. 99 C.F.dir.
21.110-123 nurse
22. 105 dr.des.
23. 86 nurse
24. 108 sec'y.
25.107-118 stage
26. 99 nurse

air st'd.
sec'y.
com.art
nurse
sec'y.

27. 103
28. 95
29. 106
30. 102
31. 84

dressm.
uncert.
music t.
h.ec.t.
psychol.
teacher
sten.
wife
wife
nurse
sec y.
teach.
beaut.o.
cl.des.
off.w.
beaut.o.
beaut.o.
sales.
sten.
ath.t.
maid w.
dr.buy.
air host. B(N)
sec'y.
coma. A(OW)
clerk A(OW)
waitr's
beaut.sp.
wife B+
nurse A
booklr. Be

C(mst)

B-(E-T
A

ph.ed.t.
uncert.
piano t.
air st'd
uncert.
)sten1
book r.
nurse

A pianist
A teach.
. . . teach.
B-(T) teach.

sec'y.
Br(art)h.ec.w.
A clerk

book'r.
sec'y.

C-(ins)secly.
A teach.
B- ph.ed.t.
A(HW) dressm'r

uncert. uncert.
uncert. uncert.
ph.ed.t. lawyer . . .

sec'y. uncert.
sec'y. nurse A

h.ec.w.
uncert.
ph.ed.t. Br
.el.teach.B-(T)
florist
missInty.B4(Y-S)
salesw'n.0 -(Ins)
teach. . . .

beaut.op.
librar'n.0
sten.
aviatIn
uncert.
wife B4
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.
waitr's.
beaut.sp.
grade t. B-(T)
.uncert.

sten.
teach.
beaut.o.
design.

(OW) beaut.o.

nurse Be
salesw'n C(ins)
cos.des. Be(art)
air host.A(N)
beaut.o.

h.ec.t.
uncert.
uncert.
nurse
uncert.
music t.
sten.
sten.
uncert.
musien.
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.
band 1.
nurse
uncert.
clerk
sten.
uncert.
uncert.
sten.
uncert.
uncert.

wife A
wife A
wife. A
uncert.
off.cllk.A
sec'y. A
waitr's.
nurse .

radio w.
singer
typist
news re.
uncert.
band 1.
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.
librin.
civ.ser. A(0W)
cl.des. Bp(art)
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.

nurse nurse
waitr's uncert.
waitr's uncert.
uncert. beaut.sp.
clerk waitr's.
model beaut.sp.
uncert. re.chem.
air st'd.wife A

co



No.
Grade 9

I.Q. 1st.
Grade 12

lst.
Rating Grade 9

S. 2nd.

32. 105 h.eo.dem. sec'y. A sec'y.
33. 115 sec'y. wife A teach.
34. 86 nurse teach. C(T) teach.
35. 90 teach. h.ec.t. B(mst) secly.
36. 97 teach. sten. A off.w.
37. 99 journ't. wife A clerk
38. 113 teach. teach. ACT) uncert.
39. -- nurse teach. teach.
40. 114 journ't. teach. A(T) secly.
41. 96 beaut.o. teach. C(T) model
42. 104 sec'y. teach. C(T) uncert.
43. 112 h.ec.t. uncert. drama c.
44. -- beaut.o. beaut.o. . . . dress ah.
45. 95 steward's aviat'n B(N) sten.
46. 95 beaut.o. beaut.o. clerk
47. 105 sec'y. sec'y. A teach.
48. 116 teach. teach. B-(T) soc.ser.
49. 112 teach. teach. B(T) SOC.Ser.
50. 95 clerk sten. B+ nurse
51. 100 nurse beaut.sp. teach.
52. 110 libr'n. sec'y. A off.girl
53. 98 sec'y. sec'y. B. singer
54. 91 teach. teach. C(T) pr.dancer
55. 105 singer beaut.sp. beaut.o.
56. 113 lab.tech. wife A M.D.
57. 114 teach. beaut.sp. stage
58. -- sec'y. secty. nurse
59. 116 beaut.o. sec'y. A sten.
60. 110 seo'y. aecty. Ba cometeach
61. 101 sec'y. beaut.sp. teach.
62. -- air atta. ph.ed.t. A nurse
63. 106 artist fash.il. A(art) uncert.

Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating
2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

sten. A
beaut.sp.
nurse A
teach. B-(T)
sec'y. A
cashier B(OW)
radio w.
sten.
c.s.soc.
govern's
uncert.
uncert.
uncert.
dancer
uncert.
soc.work
libr'n.
soc.aer.
dressm.
nurse
tel.op.
sten.
sec'y.
nurse
sec'y.
cashier
sten.
sten.
.music t.
wife
aviat'n
artist

Br

off.w.
uncert.
gym t.
uncert.
nurse
uncert:
uncert.

uncert.
care ch.
uncert.
journ't.

. . . dress at
newsre r
sten.

Cr libr'n.
C nurse
B-

Br :21;1".

nurse
Br h.ec.t.
A
A nurse
A nurse
A(0W) beaut.o.
. . . clerk
A
0(T)

uncert.
nurse

A uncert.
ph.ed.t.

A uncert.

typist A(OW)
missly.
soc.w. C
diet'n
wife A
waitr's
mag.wr. C+(AU)
nurse
libr'n B-
dietln.
uncert.
uncert.

. uncert. . . .

. forest r.
uncert.
radio w.
mdse.buy.
wife A
int.dec. Br(art)
uncert.
uncert.
libr'n. B
uncert.
waitr's
actress
waitr's.
typist .

civ.ser. A(OW)
uncert.
dietin.
M.D.
author A(AU) cn



Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating Grade 9 Grade 12 Rating
No. I.Q. 1st. 1st. S. 2nd. 2nd. S. 3rd. 3rd. S.

64. -- nurse uncert. waitr's. unoert. clerk uncert.
65. 88 beaut.o. beaut.o. teach. teach. C(T) nurse nurse B+

Arbitrary Ratings--Class of 1941--Girls

1. off.w. Br 12. off.w. B 23. off.w. A 34. -- 45. off.w. A 56. --
2. off.w. Br 13. off.w. A 24. . . . 35. sec'y. B. 46. off.w. A 57. sec'y.A
3. sec'y. A 14. off.w. B 25. -- 36. -- 47. -- 58. . . .

4. off.w. Be 15. -- 26. -- 37. art A 48. off.w. A 59. --
5. teach. B- 16. off.w. B 27. off.w. Be 38. sec'y. A 49. -- 60. art B
6. -- 17. nurse A 28. off.w. A 39. . . . 50. off.w. A 61. sec'y.A
7. -- 18. sec'y. A 29. off.w. B. 40. m.s.t. Be 51. sec'y. A 62. nurse A
8. 19. -- 30. off.w. A 41. art B. 52. -- 63. off.w.0
9. off.w. A 20. -- 31. sec'y. B 42. sec'y. A 53. -- 64. sec'y.A
10. -- 21. off.w. B+ 32. -- 43. off.w. Ba 54. -- 65. off.w.A
11. . . . 22. off.w. B 33. off.w. A 44. . . . 55. --

CD
rn
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Juniors and Seniors:

May I ask your cooperation in filling in the question-

naires which will be passed to you? They are part of a

study on vocational interests of high school students in

these classes and those of 1939 and 1940. You are not

required to participate in the study. However, I shall

sincerely appreciate your assistance, as the greater the

number the more valuable the results. Your responses will,

of course, be held strictly confidential. Early in the

new year those taking part will have an opportunity to take

one of the vocational interest tests used in aiding young

people to determine in what occupational fields their

interests lie. If you are interested in taking that test,

please write YES on the back of your questionnaire. The

study should be of value to you as well as interesting.

I am grateful to

for consenting to help me in presenting this to your home-

room group.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

To the student:

I am asking your cooperation in making a study of the

permanence or change of occupational interests among high

school students and graduates. Similar studies have been

made elsewhere and have proved both interesting and valu-

able to those participating, as well as of value to educa-

tional study. While I am asking for your name on this

questionnaire in order to check on earlier records, I

assure you that your replies are for tabulation purposes

and otherwise will be considered confidential. In other

words your name will not be used in the report. Will you

fill out the questionnaire thoughtfully and return to me?

I shall greatly appreciate your help. If you would like

to know the results of the study, I shall be glad to share

them with you. I am making this study in connection with

my graduate work in guidance.

Instruotions on Questionnaire

The questions on this blank may be answered almost
entirely by means of checks (x). If you do not find the
occupation in which you are particularly interested given
in the list, write your preference on the extra lines at
the end of question 4. Any additions to the information
requested, which you think may be valuable in this study,
will be greatly welcomed. Such additions may be written
on the back of the blank. Under question 7, name your
avocational interests or what you enjoy doing during
leisure time.



1. Name

QUESTIONNAIRE

Date
Grade:

100

Junior
Senior
Graduate

2. Entered O.C.H.S. in what year:
Freshman (Jr.High)
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

3. Did you make any special study of occupations in your
freshman year? Yes No

4. Below is a list of occupations in which many adults are
employed. Place a (1) before the occupation you are most
interested in entering. Place a (2) before your secoria
choicergace (3) before your third choice. If your
choices of occupations are not included in this list,
write your choice in the blank below the list.
(Boys):

farming advertiser machinist
architect army service magazine writer
athletic c. artist mech. engineer
auto mecnann---auto salesman musician
aviation --bank clerk music teacher
doctor --bookkeeper office clerk
dentist lab. technician office manager
chemist landscape gard. photographer
lawyer librarian politician
druggist life insurance printer
electrician naval service private sec'y.
forestry judge reporter (News)
fish-game ser. jeweler sales manager
carpenter paper-mill em. school teacher
civil ser. minister shop foreman
florist truck-driver surgeon
research(sci7)salesman ---bldg. contractor
undertaker watchmaker elect. engineer71)

(2)
(3)

5. Do you plan to enter some school or take some special
training following your graduation from high school?
(Check answer which fits or write answer below.)

find a job if possible
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attend a university or college
attend business college
attend a specialized trade school
work until I can go to school
no plans of any kind under consideration

6. Who has most influenced you in making your Choice of
vocation?

mother; friend; brother; teacher; neighbor;
---father;---sister;---yourselfr minister;

granUrdirent; biE7er;
(WrITW other influence)

7. Have you any particular avocational interest or hobby?

music; art; collect stamps; write; fish;
hunt; --3ance7-- wood carving; pottery;
photography; gardening;

(special collecting interest)
(other interests)
(sports)
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Date
1. Name Grade: Junior

Senior
Graduate

2. Entered 0.0.H.S. in what year:
Freshman (Jr. High)
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

3. Did you make any special study of occupations in your
freshman year? yes no

4. Below is a list of occupations in which many adults are
employed. Place a (1) before the occupation you are most
interested in entering. Place a (2) before your second
choice; place (3) before your third choiCe. If your
choices of occupations are not included in this list,
write your choice in the blank below the list.
(Girls):

actress dressmaker musician
artist factory work nurse
ath. director farmer office clerk
author (Child) florist

--bacteriologist foreign corres
-beauty spec. governess
biologist government cle

--bookkeeper ---hostess
buyer of mdse. hotel manager

Cashier housekeeper
civil service interior dec.
college teache7::lab. tech.
cook lawyer
costume design. librarian wife
dean of women --magazine writer Thome economist
dentist woments style sh.---house work

_dietitian missionary ---singer
music teacher

=doctor
. private sec'y.

dancer
rk radio work

teacher (H.S. G. )

saleswoman
social worker

--typist
stenographer
waitress

(1)
(2)
(3)

5. Do you plan to enter some school or take some special
following -yourtraining graduation from high school?

(Check answer which fits or write answer below.)
find a job if possible
attend a university or college
attend business college
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9th Grade Student Information Blank Mann

1. Date Your name
2. Age now Date of next birthday
3. Name of parent or guardian
4. What work does your father do?
5. If your mother works outside the home, what does she

do?
6. Do your parents encourage you to choose any particular

occupation? If so, what occupation?

7. What occupation do you now think you would choose to
follow when you are grown?

8. If you could not follow that, what occupation would be
your second choice?

9. What would be your third choice?
10. Will these occupations require a high school education?

Yes No
11. Will they require a college education? Yes No
12. Will they require apprenticeship training? -77ii No
13. Do you plan to complete high school?
14. Do you definitely plan to attend college?
15. Would you sincerely like to attend college?
16. Do you think you could do college work?
17. Name in order subjects easiest for you (grades 7-8-9)

(1) (3)
(2) (4)

18. What outdoor pleasures do you enjoy most?
(1) (3)
(2) (4)

19. How do you spend leisure time indoors? (Check or add
your own choice)
(1) music (piano, etc.) (4)making things (crafts)
(2) reading (5)art work
(3) (6)

20. Have you develOped any particular hobby?
(Such as stamp collecting, autographs, craft work, etc.)
(1)
(2)
(3)

21. Are you interested in learning as much as you can about
(1) your occupational choice
(2) what senior high school offers you
(3) what college opportunities offer
(4) what personal qualifications help bring success

(5) ways of using leisure time
22. Can you suggest any other special help this course

should offer


